
18s finish in style 
  
against a depleted glasgow accies side - but on a beautifully bright and warm september evening 

- the 'locster under 18s signed off their, and the club's, 2007 season with a convincing win.  the 
result secured the 18s' third place in the league, the club's best finish at under 18 level for many, 
many years.   

  
thanks are due to garry hampson in particular for his coaching and development of this group of 
guys, all bar two of whom can play at 18s level again next year.  and pleasingly it was the two 
non-starters for next season - nomy and the huss' - who chased down the 46 to win inside five 
overs.   
  

the visitors' 45 for 8 in their fifteen overs was a total restricted by tight bowling and decent 
fielding.  well bowled guys.  saturday's wayward deliveries against ferguslie were replaced by 
good line and length.  bily was his usual economic self, leaking just 4 runs in his three overs.  

nicky grabbed four wickets as he bamboozled the middle order and tail, whilst hari' grabbed his 
50th wicket in all cricket this year when he dismissed bonnington, the catch taken by bily.   
  

around the bowlers, the fielding was decent too, as noted.  aamir and the huss' notched up run 
outs - aamir's a direct hit from cover point to get rid of shields.  so good was the fielding there 
were even diving stops to be seen - well done mr bedi for setting the example.   
  
45 for 8 was the scoreboard reading after "time" was called on the accies' innings and it was 
then over to nomy and hassan to chase down the runs needed for the win.  this they did in style; 
nomy in particular needing no excuse to get after the somewhat tame bowling.  he hit the 

winning 4 through mid-wicket to finish on 35 not out from just twenty balls.   
  
so accies beaten and third place secured - well done guys: a good season with entertaining 
cricket played and real potential identified. 
 

18s dig themselves out of a hole   
  
the 'locster 18s can still finish third in the league after seeing off ferguslie at shawholm on 
saturday.  in the "warm-up" to the rowan cup final, a healthy crowd saw the 'loc chase down 128 

to win inside sixteen overs as the ball was smashed to all parts by the batters after poor bowling 
had allowed the visitors to rack up what they must've felt was a match-winning score.   
  

the day had started in typically shambolic fashion however as anscar was "a.w.o.l." and saad 
salim was - as ever - ready to step into the breach.  thanks to the cricket champ'.  mr reliable.  
and he'd show the worth of his selection by fielding really well and taking a sharp catch at square 
leg to dismiss greg cameron.   
  
this was in the first innings after the feegie won the toss and decided to bat first.  and a good 
start they had: 41 for 1 off five overs was ominously good in fact!  the only wicket that had gone 
down had seen nj getting rid of sean docherty "c&b".  bily had taken a bit of stick tho' and had 
gone for 17 in his first two, prompting nomy to pull him out of the attack and try zaeem instead.  
but the runs kept coming; z's first over going for 12.   
  
but, crucially, wickets then started falling.  the second went down in the sixth over, the third in 
the ninth and it was six down by over fourteen.  yup, all action: runs and wickets.  and it was 
getting into the tail early that probably prevented ferguslie posting a huge score.  95 for 4 after 
thirteen overs looked like it could end up 140+, but, as it was, only 32 was added in the last 
seven overs as hari', in particular, caused havoc.  his five-over spell saw him return figures of 5-



0-20-5 to drag the 'loc back into things and give'em any chance of winning it.  so 127 for 9 
posted.   
  

chasing down 128 in twenty calls for some batting strategy - nomy and the coach decided on a 
simple one: send in the bunters and keep your fingers crossed.  throw in a left-right opening 
combo' and, again, hope this unsettles the bowlers.  and, guess what, it worked!  zaeem and 

dani' strode out and, after a steady start, started bunting.  balls flew to all parts, at all angles, off 
dani's bat, whilst zaeem upset the bowlers' line bringing wides and no balls as he made 16.   
  
zaeem's departure with the score on 85 brought hari' in and he carried on where he'd left off 
with the ball in his hand by hitting 26 off just 16 balls to see the guys home, with dani' unbeaten 
at the other end on 76.  well batted young man.   

  
remarkably victory had been achieved in just 15.4 overs with the strategy having succeeded.  so 
third place very much still on with monday's home match versus glasgow accies the last cricket 

fixture of a long season.   
  
well done to the guys today, with special mention to dani' for his good knock and to hari' for his 

m.o.t.m. "5-for" to drag the boys back into it, and his 26*. 
 
a great way to finish!   
  
after stunning previously unbeaten prestwick in their last outing, the 'locster under 11s travelled 
to toytown knowing that a win would give'em a share of the championship.  and win they 
did.....in style!   

  
the margin of victory was 68 runs and it was fitting that skipper saad was there at the end; his 
unbeaten 34 had seen the win nailed down.  well played the cricket champ!   
  
the 'dale had batted first and made a net 237.  in reply the 'loc made net 305.  but back to the 
dark side's "go".  awan top-scored in the last pairing with a smash-and-grab 14 that - for a while 
- threatened to be much more!  but a great last over from hasan ahmad restricted the big man.  
hasan bowled well on the night and ended up with 2 for 12 in his four overs, being one of only a 
few 'locster bowlers who managed not to bowl legside wides at regular intervals.  what was 

going on guys?!?  saad also ended up with decent-looking figures (4-1-18-3), but 8 of the runs 
conceded were wides from him too.   
  

other pleasing aspects of the 'loc fielding were the catches held onto by hasan, haider akram and 
fahed malik.  and the two run outs: well done wasay saeed and saad.   
  
in reply the instructions to incoming batters were all the same: play straight.  it had worked 
versus prestwick when only two wickets had fallen, and it was hoped the same would happen 
this time.  the first pairing saw saify and wasay in tandem and things looked a little worrying 
when, after four overs, they'd made just a net 212.  but then saif opened his shoulders in over 
five and 12 more were added to calm the nerves.   
  
akbar malik and hasan then batted well as the second pair, adding another 24 - aky's cover-
driven 4 being a memorable shot!  then jasu singh and fahed added 20, before saad and haider 
brought up the tail with a thumping 37!  nice.   
  
so victory, and a share of the title with ferguslie and prestwick.  only one defeat all year and real 
progress, particularly with the batting.  a few of this year's players are still eligible next year and 
so the future's bright for the club at this its youngest age-group. 



  
completely unacceptable! 
  

whoa there - don't shoot the messenger - your webmaster's not castigating the 15s for losing a 
match; nope, that's acceptable, but what isn't is the way fingers were pointed post-match as 
some of the side decided it was certain other individuals' faults that defeat had been tasted on 

the night.   
  
and so for the avoidance of doubt i'm going to make this as clear as i can by using UPPER CASE 
letters (!): AT POLOC WE PLAY, WE WIN, WE LOSE - AND WE SOMETIMES EVEN DRAW - AS A 
TEAM.  finger-pointing at, and blaming, your team-mates - no matter who you are - is 
unacceptable and won't be tolerated.   

  
but let's talk about the cricket now: the 'locster 15s had won the league the night previously and 
were unbeaten in the league when the dark side came calling for a re-scheduled match.  [the 

first match had seen the 'dale 14 for 3 in the seventh over when rain saved them!]  and, with 
daylight at a premium, the match was 15-overs-a-side.  the 'dale won the toss and - rightly - 
chose to bat first.   

  
things started well enough for the 'loc.  15 for 2 after five overs was a tidy start with no evidence 
of the shambles that was to follow.  over six went for 12 tho' and signalled "warning".  but the 
boys were obviously too busy polishing their imaginary league winners' medals to heed it.  the 
bowling deteriorated and the fielding was poor, and downright lazy in places.  who were the guys 
in white masquerading as poloc players was the question being asked?  catches were grassed, 
mis-fields were a-plenty and hampo' was losing the plot as it all unfolded.  henderson at six, and 
mahmood at seven, were making hay and the latter being dropped off shorty's bowling would 
cost the 'locsters very dear indeed as he went on to score an unbeaten 26 from just 16 balls.  96 
from their fifteen-over allocation was the eventual carnage but still our resident "superstars" 
were smiling, laughing and joking as they headed to the jun' pav' for the break between innings.  
then enter the coach.....disguised as sir alex ferguson with hairdryer in hand!   
  
who do the guys think they are?  a season-ending shambles, and the winter break now looks like 
it'll be a long one listening the 'dale boys reminding us how they'd beaten the champions!  the 
bowling figures don't bear thinking about other than for bily whose four overs cost just 10. 
  
97 to win in fifteen overs was a tough call.  more than a-run-a-ball but only themselves to 
blame.  a quick start would be needed,.....but wasn't achieved.  shorty and nj opened as per 
normal but tight bowling and good fielding restricted them to just 13 off the first five overs - let's 
hope our guys were watching and learning?  this was only 2 runs less than the 'dale had been at 
the same stage but the difference was they didn't then think the game was won and continued to 
play properly.  an innocent bystander would think they were the newly crowned champ's such 
was their sheer effort in the field - as said, let's hope our "superstars" were watching.   
  
after shorty was cleaned up by ahmed, dani' joined nj in the middle.  these two tried in vain to 
rack up the necessary in the gathering gloom but the self-inflicted damage had been done in the 
first innings.  dani' would be cleaned up too, as would hari' and nj to leave scotty and aamir as 
the not out batters, and the 'loc 15 short.   

  
a convincing win by the 'dale who - frankly - played better and "wanted it" more.  post-match 
discussion by the coaches centered on just how badly the side had done in the field to let the 
'dale rack up 81 in ten overs?  but maybe, just maybe, a few lessons have been learned - let's 
hope so.  games aren't won on reputation.  games aren't won only when you've a bat in your 



hand.  a ball let through your leg for 4 is the same as a scorching 4 hit through extra-cover.  
harsh maybe, but, on friday's evidence, needing said.   
  

so to conclude - two things: 1. 2007's been a great season, with lots of great memories; but 2. 
unless our guys learn that it's teams that win things, and not individuals, and that this only 
happens when effort's put in, in every game, this season's league win will be a one-off. 

 
easy street, east kilbride   
  
the 'locster under 15s had to win one out of two games this week to clinch the league title.  
game #1 was away at torrance house and east kilbride were the oppo' in a re-arranged match. 
the boys were pretty keyed up, garry had'em ready and they were ready for a scrap.   

  
what a surprise then when the game turned out to be almost an anti-climax: the home side were 
skittled for just 24 and the 'loc openers - shorty and nj - got'em in under six overs!   

  
champions!   
  

and a fitting way to grab the prize as skipper nicky smacked a 6 to win it!   
  
the 'loc's big win had come courtesy of the usual clinical bowling: bily grabbed a "3-for" as he 
returned figures of 3-2-2-3, while usman amin stole the show with 2.2-1-1-5.....yes five!  
extraordinary.   
  
and much as i'd like to say more, there's nowt more to say - unbeaten and champions.   
  
but wait a minute, there's the small matter of a final league match of the season versus the dark 
side tomorrow!  i wonder if they'll create a guard of honour and clap the 'loc boys onto the 
ground!?!  yeh, like celtic might at ibrox! 
  
defeat to the dark side, but only just   
  
the 'loc under 13b's very nearly snuck a win over the 'dale at shawholm on thursday.  needing 20 
off the last over saad managed to smack 10 and so the boys finished ten adrift of the winning 

post.   
  
the visitors had batted first and scored 301 for 8 (that'll be net 61 under the amended scoring 

system) with juda$ hitting a net 35!  now that hurt!  his was the dominant performance in the 
first half alongside saad's 4-0-8-4 bowling figures, an impressive spell with the wee red sphere.   
  
in reply the 'loc started well enough but were unlucky when saif was out "hit wicket" on the last 
ball of his and hasan's four-over allocation.   
  
then there were two quiet partnerships between abid and idrees, and skipper ehsan and usman.  
there was still hope despite three wickets having gone down as saad and 'gus strode out 
therefore.   
  

but it wasn't to be as 'gus succumbed twice and saad and he couldn't quite sneak the needed 
extra runs.   
  
a very good game tho', exciting and played in good spirits and on a pleasant september evening.  
just a pity juda$ hit those 6s..... 
 



regulation win 
  
yup, "regulation" is probably the best word to describe the under 18s win over kelburne on 

sunday.  after the shambles that was the team's display at toytown on friday the transformation 
against a decent side was enough to get dope testers excited!  [ed: who needs a test; all our 18s 
are dopes!]  the 'card tells you everything: 49 all out played 50 for 1.   

  
the 49 took just 13.1 to be posted, the 50 seven balls more.  and the irony of the 'loc's 
demolition of kelburne was that they bowled and fielded with only nine bodies for the first twelve 
overs!  why?  answer: zaeem and anscar missed trains, buses and taxi's trying to get to the 
ground for 12noon for the 1pm start and only so much procrastinating by the coaches can take 
place before a side's gotta take to the field.   

  
as it was tho' the bowlers bowled beautifully.  bily's line, length and seam position were 
immaculate and he picked up four scalps, two to unplayable balls that seamed back and removed 

middle stump.  nj kept the other end tight.  and in amongst bily's wrecking of the kelburne 'card, 
there were two run outs.  magnificant.  if only the fielding hadn't been spoiled by some poor 
ground fielding (dani', hari', aamir and saad) and a grassed catch early on by shorty.   
  
and once bily was bowled out, it was over to dani' and hari' to see if they could replicate things: 
they could.  dani' took and nice "c&b" in his one over and hari' cleaned up the tail.   
  
oh, and there was time for zaeem to run into the park, throw on his whites and bowl an over: 1-
0-2-1 thank you very much.   
  

50 to win and the instruction to the openers not to come back without the stumps and bails.  and 
they didn't disappoint.  in the face of decent bowling, nomy and nj batted in a controlled manner 
and closed things out in over fifteen.  nj's knock was particularly pleasing as he struggled with 
poor foot movement at the start but didn't throw his wicket away.  nomy finished on 24*, nj on 
11*.   
  
the 18s are now 6 & 3 this season and with seven scheduled/re-scheduled games still to play in 
the next eight days  they're in with a great shout of a high league finish.  monday night it's ghk 
away. 

 
lucky 13! 
  

the 'loc under 13s racked up league win number thirteen,.....out of thirteen on friday night.  the 
visitors were the toytown storm troopers.  and in the end it was a stroll, but for one over - and 
we'll get to this! - things looked a tad dodgy. 
  
having won the toss the visitor's skipper lyle hill chose to bat first.  presumably to take advantage 
of the light it was still a brave decision by the 'dale's commandant after his side'd been skittled 
for just 22 earlier in the week!.  but things started well for hill's men as ball #1 raced to the third 
man boundary courtesy of a jasim beg thick edge off a wayward opening delivery from dani'.  in 
fact joshy was heard to say "it looks like it'll be a high-scoring match"!  but he was to be wrong.   
  

superb opening bowling by dani' and umer restricted clydesdale to just 10 from the first five 
overs, taking turnbull's wicket in the process.  umer was then taken off to come back at the end 
and joshy was introduced to the fray.  he, too, bowled beautifully and would return figures of 4-
0-9-2 on the night, getting rid of hill and cammy ellam.  but the key wicket had been jasim 
"juda$" beg, run out by dani' chaudhry for 10 after mid-wicket confusion.  a key wicket as jasim 
was batting nicely and looked comfortable.   



  
after jasim went only haris chaudhry demonstrated any positive batting when, along with young 
findlay walker, they added 16 for the eighth wicket.  and walker would be last out - for 8 - when 

he was cleaned up by umer coming back to bowl his "death spell".   
  
49 all out was on the 'board when walker trudged off and hopes were high the 'loc batters would 

chase this down will little difficulty.   
  
however after haris chaudhry's opening over and the 'loc were 0 for 2, things looked - and felt - a 
tad different!  saad had bizarrely called dani' for a single from the non-striker's end on ball #5 
and was promptly run out by a walker:hume combo'.  then no sooner had yours truly reminded 
incoming bat nick black to move his feet, than mr black was hit on the front foot having not 

moved and was "gunned" by mike stanger - "lbw, chaudhry" the 'card'll show; a decision that the 
square-leg ump' could've given such was the lack of foot movement.   
  

so the skipper was in in over two and, in effect, he was opening!  dani' and shorty then calmed 
the home supporters' nerves by seeing off haris chaudhry's remaining overs, and three from scott 
turnbull who was steaming in from the other end.  runs started to come and, with any bad ball 

being despatched for 4, the boys started to get the upper hand.  hill brought himself on when 
turnbull had gone for 16 in his three overs, replacing chaudhry with chris mccrossan as the other 
half of a double change.   
  
but no more wickets could be gained and when mccrossan's first over went for 7, and hill's for 6 
it was "game over" to all intents and purposes.  all that was left was for shorty to pull a square 4 
off mccrossan and then a no ball to be bowled and victory was secured.  well batted guys.   

  
so one league game left - greenock at home on tuesday - and the chance to go through the 
season unbeaten. 
  
frank smith hangover still to clear   
  
a sluggish 'loc under 18s were thumped at toytown by the dark side.  after bowling first the guys 
found themselves trying to chase 150 to win in eighteen overs.  now i'm pretty good at arithmetic 
but even i can't work out what that is an over - save to say it's lots!   

  
the huge target was courtesy of a fine 63 from michael borthwick who was assisted by calum 
lindsay who notched up 40.  well batted chaps.  but the bowling?  well, nothing much to write 

home about 'im afraid.  only bily can think he'd not had a "shocker".....and he went at 5s!  zaeem 
had an off night and was blasted out of the attack going at nearly 9-an-over, and nj, hari' and 
the huss were as bad.  ouchay!  149 for 2 was the damage with nj getting a wicket and the other 
a run out by humayun.   
  
to have any chance of a win the side had to get off to a decent start.  and 12 for 3 wasn't in the 
"plan a" folder.  nomy, nj and the huss all went cheaply, williams taking two scalps and hassan 
getting run out.  nope, not ideal.  from here it was a minor miracle the 'loc almost made a 100.   
  
and it was only thanks to typically beligerent 48 from scotty millen that they did.  scotty hit seven 

4s in his knock and was eighth out in over sixteen.  jsd's in good nick with bat this year and has 
now scored more than 250 runs.  but when the final ball of the eighteenth over was bowled, the 
'loc found themselves 90 for 8 and 59 runs shy of the oppo'.   
  
so defeat number three of the season, but with seven (yes 7!) 18s matches still to be played, and 
all scheduled, there's still loads to play for.  next up are kelburne at home on sunday. 



 

three and counting 
  

the under 13s made it three wins in four days as drump's were comfortably beaten at shawholm 
on another very pleasant late august night for cric'.   
  

with the darkness just about creeping over the policies the final drump's' wicket fell and the 
visitors had slumped to 56 all out.  best for them was west district player abdul sabri who made 
20 before being one of five (yes 5!) run outs in his side's run chase.  humza din was the run out 
executor in this instance but shorty, franklin, nt and josh can also claim a hand in one each too!   
  
around abdul it's fair to say no-one really got going after a shocker of a start that saw openers 

pine and humza sabri sent back to the paviulion off shorty's bowling.  pine was cleaned up, sabri 
the younger caught by nick at "45".  bowling in tandem with shorty at the top of the order was 
josh who, after being bunted for 6 first ball (!), buckled down and finished with the impressive 

figures of 4-1-12-1.   
  
the early inroads into the drumpellier batting line up allowed lots of guys to get a bowl and no 

fewer than eight were used, with a nice debut spell by hasan ahmad who was a late call in for 
m.i.a. umer aziz.  let's hope mr a remembers about friday's match!?!   
  
then, just as dani' was thinking he'd get to make his spin-bowling debut for the side, junaid 
cleaned up last man marrable to deny dz the chance to bowl over eighteen.   
  
the huge total had been posted courtesy of the 'loc top order.  two retirals (saad 33* and dani' 

30*) set the tone and nick then clubbed an unbeaten 27 at three, and shorty 17 in 18 balls at 
four.  144 for 1 also included a very generous proportion of extras - ouch!  saad's 33* was nicely 
compiled and included a number of genuine cricket shots - well played.  dani's and nick's innings 
were, by contrast, more about brute force than elegance, but were none-the-worse for being 
different in character.   
  
so three wins in four days, the side still unbeaten and the dark side await on friday for match #4 
of the week. phew, don't know about the players, but your webmaster's typing digits are 
exhausted! 

 

under 11s back in the mix! 
  

a stunning win against previously unbeaten prestwick have given the 'locster under 11s a chance 
to share the league title.  after being taught a lesson by ferguslie last friday the 'locsters must've 
thought they were in for a beating when the only side to defeat feegie came calling.  but, no, the 
boys played brilliantly - did almost everything the coaches wanted, and won big!   
  
batting first the visitors were restricted just net 57 as eight wickets were taken and the boys 
bowled well.  only seven wide balls were bowled in twenty overs and extras conceded only 
totalled 22.  compare this with prestwick "gift" of 59 extras and you'll see where the 'loc won 
this.....but no!  they also batted sensibly.   
  

those who can "bunt", "bunted".  those who can't, played straight and made their wicket a 
prisoner.  only two wickets fell - in the last pairing - which is remarkable at this level.  well done 
guys!   
  
the "bunting" was done by saify who thumped a plethora of 6s as he raced to 35 not out in the 
first pairing with wasay.  an injured hasan - he had saad as a runner (!) - aky, jasu and fahed all 



then played straight and didn't concede 5 runs a-pop by getting out, leaving the skipper to "bunt" 
his way to 29 with haider at the end.   
  

a stunning 75-run win then and much to be pleased about.  prestwick didn't play that badly and, 
in rao and sym, they have players who play straight and are technically correctly.  any side that 
goes almost the entire season without losing deserves plaudits and prestwick can be rightly 

proud of their season's work, a season that sees them finish with nothing worse than a share of 
the title.  as for the 'locsters, they have to beat the dark side next friday at toytown to be in that 
share. 
 
killie challenge killed off by 13s in big win 
  

batting first on another - yes, another! - glorious night, the 'locster 13s posted their second big 
total in consecutive nights against killie at shawholm on tuesday.  there were two retirals (shorty 
with 32* and nick with 35*) and saify made 22* as he scored late innings runs to push the total 

past 140 in the twenty-over allocation.   
  
shorty had won the toss and decided to bat and, bar saad's early dismissal - chipping a catch to 

mid-wicket where it was well taken by killie's star man ollie raine - it was runs for everyone.  
dani' made 21 before being trapped lbw to murphy, and josh sneaked 2 off the only ball he faced 
after nick's retirement.   
  
so a big score it was - 143 for 2 in fact.  of great assistance had also been 26 in wides and no 
balls - very generous by the ayrshire guys.   
  

in reply the 'loc again went with an all-spin attack.  but this time it was frankie and josh'.  and 
just as at uddy the night before, the decision paid off.  six overs in, killie were 10 for 2 in their 
reply and the run chase was well nigh out of reach already.  but opener oliver raine was batting 
well and would hold up one end in the face of the carnage going on 22 yards away.  partners 
came and went but ollie stuck to his task.   
  
the unlikely chance of killie chasing down 143 meant, however, shorty could given lots of guys a 
bowl.  in fact dani' was rested completely and the skipper only turned his own arm over six times 
right at the end.  instead, humza grabbed a "4-for", ehsan got his second spell for the 13s and 

junaid and jasu, too, bowled three-over spells.  jasu's 3-1-3-1 was a nice return.....as well as 
being nice and regimented as a number sequence!  well bowled.   
  

dani', altho' not bowling, couldn't be kept out of the action and took a top-notch diving catch to 
dismiss mciver and give humza wicket #4 on the night.   
  
so two days, two games and two big wins.  the final margin of victory in this one?  a nice round 
100 runs.  wednesday sees the 13s with a day off (!) before they're back into action in another 
two-in-two-days when both drumps and the dark side visit. 
  
uddy beaten in style as under 13s march on! 
  
the under 13s did what the 1st xi couldn't do two days before and that was finish off uddy at 
bothwell castle policies in a league match!  after winning the toss and deciding to bat in the 
reduced 18-overs-a-side match, the 'loc youngsters posted 102 for 6 with dani' retiring on 32, 
shorty chipping in 18 and saad making an impressive 14 at the top of the innings.   
  
but, as ever, there's more to a 'card than the black and white [ed: or is it grey and white?].  dani' 
survived a "chance" when, on just 5, he spoon-flicked a ball to uddingston's gavin main at mid-



on.  main got under the catch but grassed it to give dani' the life he needed.  he then made uddy 
pay by racing to a 32-run, retirement-inducing innings.  opening with him had been saad, and 
the cricket champ had batted splendidly, caressing two beautiful off-side boundaries in getting to 
14 before becoming chris "the gun" eyeles' first lbw victim of the night.  the gun had earned his 
nickname after two "shockers" in the under 15 league encounter earlier in the season at the 
same venue, but - arguably - tonight's second was the pick of the bunch.  it was over fifteen and 

shorty was accelerating the run rate nicely towards the end of the 'loc innings.  18 not out, he 
faced jamie greenshield.  shorty started walking towards jg as he approached the crease. jamie's 
not put off tho' and delivers the ball.  it hits shorty on the thigh and careers to backward point 
and the batters trot thru' for a leg-bye.  no drama, no appeal from greenshield, nor the 'keeper.  
but then cue small uddy fielder at mid-wicket: "howzat", and the gun obliges.  extraordinary; 
reputation intact.  when asked later for his thinking as regards the seven or eight yards the 

square-leg ump' [ed: note not the webmaster!] estimated the wee red sphere had still to travel 
to reach the stumps, the answer given was "i thought the ball was on a downward trajectory 
when it hit him".  sigh.   

  
back to the game: nicky b played a brief cameo in the last couple of overs adding a valuable 10 
to get the 'loc thru' the 100 barrier.  so 103 to win it was.   

  
the 'loc decided - tactically - to open with two spinners and, five overs in with the score 1 for 3 
this looked a decent decision :-)  job done, josh and shorty were hauled out of the attack and the 
"real" openers dani' and umer were unleashed.  dani' tho' was still thinking about his 
batting methinks, as his bowling radar was found to be faulty.  he just couldn't get his head 
round the fact greenshield was a left-hander, and was pulled off after just two wayward overs.  
umer, tho', bowled as tightly as ever and, along with frankie who'd come on to replace dani', 

these two made further inroads into the home side's batting line up.   
  
only jamie greenshield provided any resistance and he'd go on to record a chanceless unbeaten 
30 that included six 4s.  around him tho' uddy's other "names" were all gotten out cheaply: eyles 
(0), jordan (0) and main (2) making just 2 between'em in the top-/middle-order.   
  
42 for 9 was the final damage with ehsan ahmad picking up his first under 13 wicket, in his first 
under 13 over, to finish things off in the near darkness.  so a game played on a pleasant night, at 
a nice ground, in a good spirit and the 'loc move on to face killie at home on tuesday.  and we 

don't face "the gun" again 'til 2008..... :-) 
  
prestwick beat 'loc in frank smith final 
  
the 'locster 18s were disappointed on sunday when they lost in the final of the frank smith trophy 
at shawholm.  batting second on a glorious day in front of a big crowd, the boys just couldn't get 
the runs needed to chase down 106 to win against their ayrshire opponents.   
  
prestwick had batted first after being inserted by nomy and were immediately in trouble.  
dangermen willie rowan and craig morrison opened the batting and were tied down by great 
bowling from zaeem and bily.  morrison was cleaned up by the latter without scoring with the 
total on just three, and rowan - after surviving a huge appeal for a catch behind - was run out by 
dani' chaudhry as he attempted a second: 25 for 2.   

  
prestwick were just hanging on at this stage and, as over ten of the twenty-over allocation 
started, they had mustered just 25.  calum rodger was in, but not scoring, and he had number 
four craig robertson for company.  but then, as the 'loc changed bowlers, the run rate increased.  
22 came off overs ten, eleven and twelve, and robertson - in particular - started to connect with 
a few.   



  
over twelve did, however, see the end of rodger - out for 6 from 27 balls - and darren thomson 
joined robertson in the middle.  thomson's arrival seemed to change the mood entirely.  

immediately he was positive and would go on to make 16 at almost a-run-a-ball.  but perhaps 
the most crucial moment of the game was still to come.  zaeem came back into the attack in the 
nineteenth over and ball one was skied by robertson to max at backward point.  some juggling, a 

slip, and three grabs at it resulted in the chance being grassed.....and robertson running two.  
still on strike next ball, he then smacked zaeem's second delivery over shorty's head at long-off 
for 6.  in fact, including ball #1 of the over, robertson would score 19 off just seven deliveries to 
give his side a total they never looked like reaching.   
  
105 it ended up, when, with two overs to go, 80-odd looked more likely.  robertson's 33 from 37 

was enough to get him the m.o.t.m. award.  106 to win.   
  
but the 'loc innings never got started. nomy, shorty and the huss - at one, two and three, made 

7 between'em and only dani' (26), at four, of the top order made any real contribution at all.  
nicky, at six, holed out to thomson off rowan for 0, and scotty, in at seven, was run out by dani' 
for the same score without facing a ball.  and dani' must've felt bad about it because he then ran 

himself out when batting with hari', he was guilty of not running the first one quickly.   
  
hari' and zaeem tried in vain, then, to keep the scoreboard moving but their resistance was 
broken when hari' was caught by ross patterson.  56 for 7 then dribbled away to 65 all out as 
arsalan, zaeem and - finally - bily succumbed.   
  
disappointing then, and the more so because it was certainly a game that could've been won.  

but the boys can be proud of their cup run.  and, looking at the respective ages of the sides on 
show, the 'loc boys with seven of them still playing under 15, including two under 13, can 
hopefully look forward to many more chances to win the west district's only junior cup 
competition. 
  
11s taught a lesson! 
  
ferguslie came a-calling to shawholm on friday night in the under 11 league.  although they were 
in cric' whites, they might've been dressed in black gowns and mortar boards such was the 

collective lesson dished out to the 'locsters.  
  
the home youngsters tasted defeat for the first time in '07 and it's hoped that the lesson will 

have been taken onboard.  batting first, the visitors were restricted to the more-than-acceptable 
net 76 with talented players addie and preston-jones being restricted to scores in the low teens.   
  
only "are you the district coach?" rowson got away a bit with a net 17.   
  
the 'locsters had all bowled well, and bar one rush of blood to the head in the field by saad that 
resulted in 4 overthrows, a missed run out and a mix-up resulting in a catch being grassed, the 
'locsters performance in the first innings was good.  net 77 to win was surely not impossible.   
  
and when saify sent mark addie's first delivery over the mid-wicket boundary for 6 things looked 

rosy.  sadly - and despite another maximum - saify could only dream of his monday night heroics 
as he holed out to addie off the latter's own bowling and would end up frustrated at the non-
strikers' end for much of his five-over allotment.  only net 15 were added in these overs.   
  



bizarrely then -3 was deducted in the second five as the carnage of wickets started.  akbar and 
umair just never got going with champagne shots being attempted to perfectly respectable 
straight deliveries - all despite pre-match coaches' warnings!  sigh.   

  
hasan and jasu batted nicely in the third pairing however, adding a net 13.  but even they were 
careless, losing four wickets during their stay in the middle.  it could've been net 245 after fifteen 

overs and not 225!  the game would've still be winnable but it wasn't to be.   
  
and things got worse as a net 0, zip, nada, nowt was added in the final five overs: saad skittled 
out three times, haider twice.  oh dear.   
  
so the 11s' league title aspirations now rely on beating prestwick at home on wednesday.  that'll 

be prestwick who were the side that beat ferguslie! 
  
15s win back-to-back   

  
their win over ferguslie earlier in the season in the cup relied on last over heroics from scotty.  
friday night saw jsd millen esq. at a dance (!) instead of at the cric'.  but it didn't matter.  scotty 

will have to "read it and weep" as this report sketches out another convincing win for the 
'locsters at this age group.   
  
the 15s' retaining their unbeaten league record owed much to tight bowling as ferguslie's 
talented batting line up was restricted to 71 for 5 in their sixteen overs.  this was then followed 
by a dani' chaudhry led run chase - the 'loc winning with five wickets down themselves, dani' 
grabbing 43.   

  
big bruv' bily had given the 'loc a chance with his 4-1-6-1, a bowling spell backed up by usman's 
4-1-14-1.  the home side's sean docherty being the only better to get "in" - he was run out by 
shorty for 30 as he tried to boost the total in the final over.   
  
the home side's main dangerman, anjun luthra, made just 18 as he was cleaned up by bily.   
  
in their reply the 'loc started badly with nj being run out by michael english and then shorty 
falling to a one-handed grab by james steele - 7 for 2.  hmmm.   

  
but dani' steadied things.  8 runs off his first thirteen deliveries allowed dz to get his eye in and, 
with aamir, hari' and then bily, he kept momentum behind the 'loc run chase before falling for 43 

trying to win the game with a maximum (!).   
  
this left bily to show him how to do it when, with max, they nicked the remaining necessary runs 
to see the boys over the line with eleven balls to spare.  toffee!   
  
so another win, two games to play, the 'loc unbeaten and every other side having lost at least 
two.  nice position.  the games left?  ek and 'dale.  no complacency.  well played to the guys in 
getting over two difficult hurdles, back-to-back, and well bowled and batted the chaudhry boys 
on friday. 
 

15s thump pretenders! 
  
the henry thow oval was the latest cricketing amphitheatre to witness the 'loc 15s batting 
prowess.  batting first against a league-title chasing prestwick side, the 'loc top order again 
stroked, crashed and bunted their way to a big score.  this time it was 135 for 2.   
  



and this time shorty (30), dani' (49*) and scotty (40*) were the main contributors.  nj missed out 
with 7.   
  

then in reply it could be said the 'locsters made short[y] work of things as prestwick were skittled 
for just 57.  bily bowled beautifully in tandem with hari' yet again and only 34 came off their 
eight overs with bily picking up 2 for 14 in his four, including junior internationalist fraser rodger 
for a first-ball blob.   
  
then it was the spin twins; nj and shorty twirled away, with shorty grabbing a "5-for" as 
prestwick caved in.  5 for 7 was the final analysis; oh, and two run outs to boot!   
  
so, like the 13s, still unbeaten.  the league for the taking?  i think not!  friday's trip to meikleriggs 

will be very tough with the oppo' full off talented players, many of whom could individually see 
the 'loc off.  no complacency and a lot of tough games to come. 
 

peeking from behind the sofa stuff! 
  
whilst your webmaster was on a train travelling north little did he know that genuine drama was 

being played out at meikleriggs.  the home side having batted first, had made 90 for 8 and the 
'locster under 13s were in chase mode.  but the chase was looking a little dodgy.  "big guns" 
nick, saad, dani' and shorty had managed just 35 between'em and saif was finding himself with 
more partners than henry the viii [ed: look him up kids!].   
  
saify had won the under 13 cup game for the 'loc against the same oppo' at the same ground 
earlier in the season with some late innings bunts.....and wednesday was no different.  young 
master sajjad took two leaves out of his old man's book entitled "maximums for dummies" and 
smacked two 6s off mark addie's fourth over to give his side a chance when feegie's fat lady was 
already gargling in the r.a.h. car-park.   
  
could he manage to complete the escape act?  over twenty saw the 'locsters need 9 to win.  balls 
#1 and #2 brought two singles and saify was on strike.  and before you could say "anyone 
remember titwood?" saify had despatched three balls for 2, 4, 2 and it was game, set and snatch 
to poloc.  phew!   
  

cue pitch invasion by team-mates.....and text messages to frantic uninformed coach/webmaster 
on 5.15 from euston!   
  

a quick recap on the rest of proceedings shows that in the ferguslie innnings umer had again 
shown his class with figures of 4-1-7-1, whilst josh and shorty grabbed three and two wickets 
respectively with their spin.   
  
and before saify's one-man rescue act, the 'loc's innings had been helped on its way with 12 from 
nick, 19 from dani' and a plethora of extras from feegie bowlers.   
  
so another win and still unbeaten.  the boys have four games (yes 4!) next week and their 
league challenge remains intact.....'til then! 
 

18s win big! 
  
the 18s pumped weirs at shawholm on a balmy night at shawholm on monday.  the 18s game 
was the "only show in town" after the under 13 clash between the southside rivals was called off 
because albert park was unplayable after weekend rains.   
  



the 18s win sees them get good practice before sunday coming's re-scheduled frank smith trophy 
final.  batting first after winning the toss, openers nj and nomy thumped the red ba' to all 
quarters.  they put on 126 for the first wicket with a plethora of 4s and the odd maximum thrown 

in.  nomy was first to go; run out for not the first time this year!  there probably was a second 
run, but to have got it nomy would've had to do more than just shuffle the first!   
  

mind you it could've been much different had hari' - who was fielding for the visitors pending the 
[very late] arrival of a few of their players - held on to regulation catches in consecutive balls 
that've would've seen both nomy and nj dismissed with buttons on the 'board!  ouch!   
  
nj was second out, bowled by akram, before zaeem was the third victim having hit a quickfire 10 
batting at four.  the eighteen-over innings closed with the huge total of 169 having been 

recorded, nomy's 61 just pipping nick's 55 for top score, and zaeem's 10 and the huss's 16* 
being nice cameos.   
  

weirs needed a zillion-an-over to win therefore.  and when they were 41 for 0 after four there 
were a few flutters in home supporters' hearts.  but then nj held on to a nice catch at midwicket 
to dismiss wasim for 14 and bily removed akram's leg stump to get rid of the visitors' 

dangerman.  akram's 26 had come off just 23 balls and was an "interesting" display of hitting.   
  
after the openers went some stability was restored and hari' and nicky brought control with tight 
bowling.  weirs' forrester, batting at four, proceeded to bat through for an unbeaten 30, with ex-
'locster choudary doing likewise at five for 14*.  the other victim was ali who was run out by 
forrester courtesy of smart fielding by arsalan and hari'.   
  

eighteen overs into the visitors' innings saw them on 97 for 3 - a 'loc win by a bundle.   
  
the 18s are still "in the mix" in the league having lost just two games, and the other leading sides 
having done likewise.  lots still to play for therefore. 
 

dream still alive.....just! 
  
the 'locster 11s survived another close one on friday in their quest for league glory.  langloan was 
the venue, drumpellier the opposition, as the 'loc guys made hard work of chasing net 31 to win.   

  
it was another dark night and soft, green wicket that greeted the boys in darkest north 
lanarkshire.  and, after winning the toss, the 'loc were in the field.  drump's had ten players and 

so were batting in five pairs, not four.  and after eight overs the score was net 9 as the home 
batters had struggled against good bowling on a tricky surface.   
  
but then the drump's third pairing of allison and sabri strode out and brought hope with an 
unbeaten partnership of 21 in the middle four overs.  sabri was the senior partner with 14, but 
allison played his part.   
  
after these two though it was more of the same; runs and wickets cancelling each other out - the 
last eight overs resulting in only a net single run being added to leave the home side on 291 for 
12, or 231.   

  
the 'loc bowling had been good, with only ten wides and three no balls being bowled.  and, in the 
field, the 'loc had managed three run outs, one each for haider, wasay and saad.  but the real 
highlights were haider's hat-trick and kess sajjad's two-in-two-balls.  both finished with "3-fors".  
magnificent.  so 232 to win - "toffee" surely.   
  



eh, no.  just like at motherwell seven days earlier, the batting was poor.  the guys seemed intent 
of playing champagne shots when sound defence and proper shot-playing were what was 
needed.  horror story running also resulted in four (!) run outs - shambles.   

  
only umair amin wasn't out, and even he should've been if the drump's fielders hadn't messed up 
yet another run out opportunity.  saify's 23 at the top of the order proved invaluable in the end 

analysis as the boys stumbled over the finish line on 308 for 10, or 258.   
  
so the guys remain unbeaten still, but must learn to think about their shot selection when out in 
the middle.  all those hours in the nets, and in practice games, seemed to have been forgotten - 
come on guys!  mistakes like the last two weeks - if made against the other league leaders - will 
end up costing the guys dear.  never mind, next week's another week..... 

  
back-to-back wins for 15s.....and how! 
  

after thumping ayr at new cambusdoon the night before, the 'locster 15s thrashed drump's at 
shawholm on friday night.  the bare stat's tell you everything: 161 for 2 played 45 for 9!  ouch!   
  

after dani's unbeaten 83 against ayr, it was shorty who batted thru' for an unbeaten 57 against 
drump's and gave the base for others to bat round.  and they did.  nj smacked 30 off 17 balls up-
top opening with shorty as they put on 47 for the first wicket.  then dani' made it 100+ runs in 
two nights as he made 32 from just 24 deliveries putting on 56 with shorty for the second 
wicket.   
  
dani's departure then allowed scotty to add yet another sheriff to further boost his average, jsd 
hitting 27 from just 17 balls.  
  
all the visitors' bowlers took tap, and it must've been a depressing dressing room that saw 
drump's batters padding up to go out to try and chase down 162 to win,.....on a dark, cold 
night.  yikes.   
  
and as it turned out they never got going.  district players anderson, stewart, pryde and sabri 
managed just 30 between them; stewart grabbing 22 of'em.  and when it was 8 for 4, they and 
their team-mates must've feared the worst.  stewart's 22 at least held things together tho' and 

their last wicket didn't fall until over twenty was almost done.   
  
max picked up the final scalp, cleaning up khan for the fourth blob of the drump's innings.  one 

to forget for the coatbridge boys therefore, one more win for the 'loc 15s.   
  
the 15s have now scored over 300 in their last 40 overs, beating two good sides in the process.  
next week's another big week for the guys tho' as they take on prestwick and ferguslie in another 
thursday/friday back-to-back double-header. 
  
a final comment on the 'loc boys in the field: two good run outs, and great up-top bowling yet 
again from hari' and bily.  these two bowled their eight overs in tandem again and leaked just 11 
runs in the process.  top job guys!  mention too to nj who returned figures of 5-1-10-2, and asad 
who, like max, grabbed a late wicket. 

 
15s pass ayr test 
  
the under 15s remain unbeaten in the wjcu league after a demolition of ayr at new cambusdoon.  
on what seemed like the boys zillionth trip to the coast this season, skipper nj won the toss and 
decided to bat.  shorty and nj have been in good form recently but their opening combo' 



managed just 2 as the former tamely chipped a mcclymont delivery to mid-off where taylor 
pouched it.  then nj follwed the wee man back to the hutch - out for 8 - with the score on just 
14, cleaned up by mclenea.  14 for 2.  not ideal.   

  
dani' and scotty millen steadied the ship tho' and, with a combination of sensible running 
between the wickets [ed: bar one keystone cops episode!] and power hitting, hauled the 'loc 

back from collapse'ville.  16 were added in just over three overs before scotty thumped one back 
to mcclymont only to see moonman hang on to a very decent "c&b".  quite extraodinary - 
mcclymont was bowling pies and yet had picked up two scalps!   
  
so dani' had a new partner: hari'.  the latter's last meangingful contribution with the bat had 
been at bothwell castle policies when he'd recorded a half century in the win over uddy.  another 
contribution was, therefore, overdue.  and, as it happened, hari' delivered!  31 in a partnership of 
69 with dani' saw the 'loc push on at a cracking pace.  99 for 4 was the score when hari' 
departed, bowled by young napier who'd been turned to by scotty mcelnea as he desperately 

tried to find someone who'd contain the 'loc batters.   
  
after hari' departed it was bily and then max' that kept dc company.  both rotated the strike 

sensibly with dani', allowing the latter to "swing the willow".  this he did to great effect; his final 
contribution being a big 6 over mid-wicket [ed: where else, eh dani'?!?] to get him to 83.  well 
batted sir.   
  
and with max' being bowled last ball it was "147 to win" that was the requirement.  not 
easy,.....and certainly not when it's eighteen overs,.....and getting dark!   
  

neil smith and seb' stewart opened for ayr and it wouldn't be unfair to suggest they just never 
got going.  good tight bowling from bily and hari' saw only 11 runs conceded from the first six 
overs, meaning the run rate requirement was then 11.3.  it'd be harsh to criticise smith who went 
on to "carry his bat" for an unbeaten 69 off just 66 balls, but - from a team/match winning 
perspective - scoring 1 off the first nineteen balls you face chasing a target that starts off at 8.2-
an-over isn't really that clever.  don't get me wrong, his knock was lovely to watch, well compiled 
and almost chance'less.  but, it was just never going to win his side the game.  98 for 1 was the 
end score.  ordinarily fine, but in this match miles away.  harsh i know, but probably true.  98 all 
out in 12 overs might just have been forgiveable.  smith getting 40 from 35 balls, too, might well 

have been better for his side.  anyway i digress.   
  
for the 'loc, bar bily and hari', nj and shorty bowled tidily enough, altho' both need to think more 

about field placings whern they're bowling.  and the single ayr wicket to fall?  to hari', max' 
grasping a decent chance at cover point to get rid of stewart. 
 

15bs continue run 
  
after two early season defeats at the hands of the dark side, the 'locster under 15b league 
campaign has been unblemished.  and wednesday night at hamilton crescent didn't change this.   
  
batting first on what turned out to be a perfectly pleasant and clear evening after tea-time rains, 
the 'loc managed to post 105 for 7.  their competitive total was thanks in the main to faisal's 

unbeaten 53, which included a 54-run partnership with umer aziz who took the chance of some 
batting practice.  their left-/right- combination proved difficult for the home side's bowling attack 
as west generously conceded 16 wides.  so yet again mr extras was second-top scorer.   
  
around faisal and umer only really asad threatened to do much with the bat - his five-ball 8 at 
the start of the innings promised much, but quickly disappointed.  for west, miro ralston was 



scoring and proved an uncanny predictor of bowlers' effectiveness.  for example: "he'll get 
caned" was mentioned as finney came on.  mr finney's figures you ask?  answer: 3 for 3!  then, 
when lynch became west's last bowling change, miro confidently announced "he's our 'keeper - 

he can't bowl, he's rubbish".  mr lynch's figures?  2 for 15 no less.  as i say, uncanny miro! :-)   
  
in reply the home side needed to keep up with the run rate so's not to leave themselves the 

proverbial "mountain".  so at 11 for 4 in over five it would've been no surprise to see the waiting 
west batters putting on crampons and ropes, and not pads and helmets as their task became a 
tad trickier!  but some stability - and then hope - appeared in the shape of a 23-run partnership 
between sunny ahmed and west skipper chris ross.  ahmed can certainly swing a bat and he 
crashed four 4s before falling to a very good catch by usman minhas running in from the 
boundary.   

  
ahmed's departure left chris to try and steer the ship home, but unfortunately he lost two 
crewmen in four overs before then falling overboard himself in over thirteen, josh sajjad's victim 

on the night.  ross had made 13.   
  
and after their skipper's demise the rest of the west crew jumped overboard and the ship sank 

without trace: three run outs no less seeing to moffat, finney and cunningham as self-destruct 
seemed to be the order of the day.  61 for 7 in over twelve had become 65 all out in 14.1 overs.   
  
having "been there & done it" with the 'loc on many occasions, you sit and shake your head, and 
sigh.  could've been worse for west i guess, a batter might've been run out after having been 
dropped behind by both the 'keeper and first slip off the same ball before then stepping out of 
his crease.....ooopps, that did happen! 

 
11s somewhat stumble over the finish line 
  
after recent impressive performances, the under 11s kinda' stuttered to victory at dalziel park on 
friday against motherwell in the wjcu league.  after arriving late - the coach's fault! - the side 
were in the field in a reduced sixteen-overs-a-side contest.  but any "car lag" failed to materialse 
as motherwell's first pair of hayden and jackson were skittled out five times in their four overs.  a 
great start with a couple of decent run outs featuring.   
  

edmond and hayden jnr. then batted sensibly in the second four-over slot, not being dismissed at 
all.  throw in some wayward bowling and growingly ragged fielding as the home side's innings 
continued and before you could say "it's getting chilly and it'll be dark soon", a total of 211 for 9 

had been posted.  hardly threatening but arguably more than the batting prowess on show 
merited.  poor bowling and slack fielding the culprits - 21 wides is too many chaps.   
  
in reply the 'locsters' batting line up was along familiar lines.  up top saify batted with younger 
brother kess and the wee man [ed: i'll bet saify's never been called that!] showed his bruv' what 
to do, i.e. not get out!  well batted kess; get ball on bat saify and you'll not get given leg-before!   
  
still a decent enough start.  then, in a reversal of fortunes to their hosts, the 'locster second 
pairing folded.  haider akram just couldn't get his head round playing straight and was out three 
times.  ouch.  the score when he left the middle being barely on a par to that when he arrived 

four overs earlier!   
  
umair amin tho' batted sensibly on his return to the side after being in pakistan, and, along with 
wasay, "managed" the total on a bit before saad and hasan brought up the rear with a little bit 
panache.  saad scored an unbeaten 18 whilst hasan ended on net 0, out once.   
  



talking about "out", the motherwell fielders pouched two very good catches, and thinking back 
kess sajjad had demonstrated good awareness when he was fielding to run out one of the 
motherwell players.   

  
so a win - and in the end by quite a few - but it never really looked that easy.  the unbeaten run 
does, however, continue. 

  
'locster 15s win by over 120 runs! 
  
hillhead came, saw and were duly thumped at shawholm in the latest 15s league match.  batting 
first nj's men racked up the mammoth total of 167 for 2 in their twenty-over allocation with dani' 
chaudhry crashing a 48-ball 75 not out.  dc was ably assisted by shorty (39) who had what must 

be a unique experience of featuring in two 50-run partnerships in the same under 15 match!  
dani's innings included nine 4s and three 6s, whilst shorty's was a more pedestrian affair that 
included just four boundaries.  mind you, saying that, dani' hadn't woken up at 6am in another 

country earlier in day and been on two flights to get to the game on time!   
  
around these two were cameos from nj himself (17) and scotty (8*).  mr millen's sheriff means 

his under 15 average for the season continues to rise - it's now 125!   
  
i guess it's no surprise when i suggest 168 to win batting second in the gathering gloom ain't an 
easy task.  but hillhead made it look even harder!  46 for 7 in twenty overs was a reflection of 
good tight bowling (only 4 extras conceded) as well as limited batting.   
  
hari' stole the show with the ball returning figures of 5-4-2-1, whilst shorty added to his good 
knock by grabbing 3 for 15 in five overs and running out hillhead's majhu.  and it was good to 
see usman amin back in the action too; the amins're back from holiday and usman celebrated by 
taking two catches to dismiss bond and mclaren.   
  
another win then, and a margin of victory that was impressive.  next week's a tougher week for 
the 15s tho' as they face back-to-back matches against ayr and drump's on thursday and friday. 
 

tight bowling sets up under 13s win  
  

the 13s travelled to whitehaugh and the kelburne oval on monday night minus shorty, dani' and 
humza who were all unavailable.  umer aziz was in charge for the second game running and was 
keen to add to his win over west a couple of weeks previously.   

  
it was a miracle the game took place at all after the weekend rains, and credit to kelburne for 
getting it on.  the home side won the toss and decided to bat.  umer came steaming in and, in 
tandem with joshy's crafty off-spin, the two 'locster opening bowlers restricted kelburne to 6 runs 
off the first six overs.   
  
umer then retired to come back later, letting saad into the attack.  and it was the cricket champ' 
that made the breakthrough, cleaning up opener watson in over seven; 8 for 1.  then a 
partnership for the home side as number three livingston kept bryson company for seven overs, 
adding 18 to the total.   

  
the pair were separated by junaid who reassembled livingston's timbers - out for 10, 26 for 2.  
and from this point on it was wicket city as wickets fell at regular intervals - so much so that 
when umer cleaned up stobbo in over twenty, the home side were all done.  38 for 9 with no 
number eleven to be seen.   
  



now 38 might seem a skoosh for the 'locsters but without the three experienced batters, it would 
down to the others to show what they were made off on a damp, green, difficult deck on a cold 
and dark evening!  nice.  as it was josh' and nick were sent out with the instruction that it didn't 

have to be won inside six overs, they were to take their time, altho' remain positive, and weren't 
to return until the game was won!  and - lo-and-behold - they did as they were told!   
  

they saw off kelburne's opening bowlers arbuckle and smith; the latter with a suspiciously flexibly 
arm!  and, with a single struck off the fifth ball of the twelfth over, it was all over.  39 for 0, two 
sheriffs and another win.  well played guys.   
  
bowling-wise the skipper stole the show economy-wise with 2 for 1 in 3.1 overs, whilst frankie's 4 
for 8 was important too.  mention too, to saif for his smart catch standing up, and a stumping.   

  
next week it's greenock at home.  let's hope for a warmer night! :-) 
 

15s win in double-quick time! 
  
after a transportation "issue" best left unreported the 'loc 15s arrived for a delayed start to their 

latest league match.  anniesland was the venue and accies were the oppo'.  in a reduced fifteen 
overs-a-side affair, the 'loc batted first and smashed 125 for 3 in their allocation.   
  
openers asad alam and scotty millen put on 21 before asad became the innings' first victim, 
cleaned up by kanabar for 8.  scotty went on tho' and would reach 28 before finding himself in 
the unusual situation this season of actually getting out!  darn it mate, you've now got an 
average.....mind you it is 100+!  45 for 2 was the score when mr millen departed and dani' and 

nj were together at the crease.   
  
dani' was enjoying himself and went on a hitting spree, notching up his first 'loc 50, an innings 
that included eight 4s and a 6.  well batted [ed: i wonder how many were on the off side?!?].  nj 
tho' fell for 7 leaving hari' to bat thru' with dani', hari' making an unbeaten 16.  so 125 for 3 in 
just fifteen overs - a tough "ask" for the home batters.   
  
and they never really got going: 6 for 2 was the start they didn't want, and three wickets falling 
with the score on 11 was similarly in the "unwanted" category of planned-for scenarios.  the top 

order - bar revie - had been decimated by openers bilal and haris who each grabbed three 
wickets on the night.  mind you a couple of run outs hardly helped - the chaudhry boys doing the 
necessary once each.   

  
with eight down it was time to rest the opening bowlers, but there was still no respite to accies 
as josh sajjad bowled number nine mcalpine to leave the home side "all out" as they'd only ten 
batters.   
  
so the 15s unbeaten run continues - next week's a free week with the week after seeing crucial 
back-to-back matches with ayr and drumpellier that'll go a long way to determing whether the 
side's a credible title contender. 
  
11s win big again! 

  
after a thumping win at glenpark seven days earlier, the under 11s enjoyed a similarly large 
margin of victory against a plucky, but young, glasgow accies side.  batting first the visitors to 
shawholm recorded 287 for 11 (net 232) after a good start was frittered away by heavy losses of 
wickets by the middle two batting pairs.   
  



226 for 0 was on the board after the first pair had finished, whereas the middle ten overs ended 
up resulting in 24 for 9 being added.  ouch.   
  

the 'loc bowlers all got in on the action, and bar a stumping and a run out, all wickets were as a 
result of the timbers being re-arranged.  saad led the way with 3 for 17, whilst hasan and akbar 
both bowled nicely and picked up two wickets.  saify grabbed a tidy stumping and yash opened 

his wicket-taking account.   
  
so net 233 to win and, to be blunt, it was "never in doubt".  the four pairs all batted well in the 
gathering gloom and only two wickets fell.  three batters (saad, saify and hasan) got into the 
20s, whilst accies' bowlers generously donated 42 in wides and no balls.   
  

the margin of victory?  well the 'locsters finished on 348 for 2 (net 338) making it a win by 106 
runs.   
  

another good win with all departments of the game being reasonably well carried out, altho' a 
harsh critic might suggest a few fielders are still dreaming about their batting when total 
concentration's what's needed!?! 

 
what a difference a day makes! 
  
the 'locster under 13b side that was thumped at meikleriggs on wednesday night came back with 
a bang on thursday with a big win over inverclyde in the wjcu under 13b league.  batting first the 
'locsters racked up a net 354 for 2 with shorty smacking 31 not out after stepping in for 'gus 
cumming who was a call off.   

  
backing up craig was frankie rainey with a net 32 and a couple of 15 not outs from ehsan ahmad 
and abid chaudhry.   
  
for the visitors, most of the bowlers took some tap, although oddly young gilmour was given only 
one over despite conceding just 3 runs from it.  terris's 3-0-16-0 also gets pass-marks.   
  
when it came to their reply the inverclyde batters also enjoyed playing on the hard wicket moss 
had prepared and scored 328,.....for 12!  their net score was, therefore, a reduced 268.  for the 

clydesiders, terris followed up his decent bowling spell with a hard-hitting net 18 (28 but out 
twice), and cousins smacked a late net 37 (47 but out twice).  cousins' innings included three 6s 
and seven 4s.   

  
frankie snatched a m.o.t.m. award with 3 for 20 to be the 'loc's main wicket-taker.  other bowlers 
grabbing two scalps were skipper junaid, and shorty.  and ehsan ahmad was in the spotlight too 
with a great grab at mid-on - well held sir!   
  
so a win by 86 runs and two more league points secured. 
 

win over west! 
  
the 'locsters' improvement in the under 15b league continued at shawholm on wednesday with a 

last-ditch win over the northside's west of scotland.   
  
chasing 77 to win, the 'loc got there with only an over to spare.  not out at the end were skipper 
humza iqbal (16*) and hussnain ashraf (4*) who finished off the good work done by max and 
sundar at four and five who'd made 12 and 17 respectively.   
  



chuck in the very generous 18 extras including 17 in wides and no balls [ed: that's nearly three 
more overs!] and the win was achieved through a genuine "team" effort.....with west's bowlers 
being honorary team members!   

  
76 for 6 was the target posted by the visitors and owed much to opener ahmed who made 27 of 
the 56 gotten off the bat.  again add in a generous 20 in extras and you have the composition of 

the first innings total.  bowling-wise faisal took the headlines with his 4-0-11-2 figures, the 
skipper perhaps inexplicably keeping himself on as he took a bit of tap in going for 34 in his four-
over allocation.   
  
josh sajjad's economy is also worthy of mention, 2 for 7 in three overs being very respectable 
indeed.  so another win and the 15s march on. 

 

thumping in paisley! 
  

no, dear readers, not a headline from most local dailies in renfrewshire but, rather, the summary 
of the 'locster 13s defeat in the under 13b league at meikleriggs to ferguslie on wednesday.  
chasing the impressive net 125 to win, the 'loc batting was desperate and the side managed to 

cobble together only net 29 in reply.  ouch!   
  
the ferguslie total centred on west district player michael english's 50 not out at the top of the 
order, with only two other feegie batters getting to double figures in net terms (max lough with 
25* and deep sarode with 10).   
  
and, as you'd expect, the 'loc boys' bowling figures are the stuff of a horror movie script.  skipper 

junaid ahmed certainly gets a pass with 4-1-24-4, but the others' should probably best be 
consigned to the file marked "bin".   
  
and the 'loc reply will certainly find its way into this same file!  only saify got into net double 
figures with 15 - despite him having "holed out" ball #2, courtesy of a good grab in the deep 
by.....deep!  [ed: groan!]   
  
in fact there were a few good grabs on the night: surprisingly a number on the 'loc's side - saad 
took three good'uns.  mind you these were probably offset by some horrible grassed efforts: 

junaid you know who you are,.....twice!   
  
adding to his unbeaten 25, max lough's 3 for 5 in the 'locster reply probably gives him the 

m.o.t.m. award over mikey english - the latter's wicket-keeping prowess being only marginally 
better than a statue's!   
  
so work to do for the 'locsters; no batter survived with their wicket intact and some thinking 
needs to be done about bowling areas,.....and catching junaid! 
 

monday misery for 'locsters 
  
monday saw the under 18s slump to their second league defeat of the season.  batting second 
they couldn't undo the damage done by their bowlers who - in bowling too short - had allowed 

renfrew to smack 117 for 8 in their twenty over allocation.   
  
the 'loc batting them melted away as wickets fell at regular intervals preventing any partnerships 
getting formed.  in fact the first wicket partnership between nomy and nj proved the highest at 
just 21.  it was nj who departed first, adjudged to have nicked one behind.   
  



this first wicket prompted what can only be described as "wild celebrations" from the visitors!?!  
mind you, altho' said celebrations were bizarre in the extreme and seemed to involve all eleven 
players circling the departing batter whilst whooping loudly and incoherently in what can best be 

described as a quasi-mating ritual, this at least provided a break from their swearing :-)   
  
so nj out for 6, and it was 21 for 1 chasing 118 to win.  after nj's departure huss' and nomy kept 
things ticking along and, after four overs, it was 30 for 1.  an ideal start - bar the wicket - 
chasing around a run-a-ball.  but then another wicket - and a big'un.  nomy mis-timed a pull and 
holed out to mid-on.  out for 15.  huss' found aamir to be partner number two and 17 were 
added for the third wicket: 48 for 3 in the tenth.   
  
still not so far behind the required rate, and only five fewer than renfrew had accumulated at the 

same stage in their innings.  but wickets kept a-tumblin'.  the partnerships that followed looked 
like a single digit convention attendee list; 6, 5, 8, etc.  never the basis of a match-winning run 
chase.   

  
and so it turned out.  dani' provided some late entertainment with a cameo 17, but when anscar 
was cleaned up by dulai it was all over - defeat by 23 runs.   

  
renfrew's 117 was built around that man dulai too.  his 60 off 60 balls owed as much to the 
'locsters' poor bowling as it did his big hitting.  twelve 4s and a maximum made up 54 of his 60, 
the other 57 balls being the odd single and dot balls.  it really was a case of the 'locster bowlers 
bowling the proverbial one bad ball an over - and when it came, dulai despatched it.  most of the 
bowlers - bar nj - had nights to forget with hari's 3-0-34-0 and huss's 1-0-13-0 being "horror 
shows".  nj tho' bowled nicely and deserved his 3 for 13 off the five he bowled.   
  
a final thought or two: thanks to the sajjad boys for stepping in for late call-off arsalan, and no-
show scotty millen.  learning points: when the coaches advise bowling full, it's not because 
they're dullards who don't like bouncers, it's 'cos it'll save you getting caned! 
 

sound batting sees 11s win big!   
  
the 'locster 11s were victorious at glenpark on friday night as they conceded only 5 runs (one 
wicket) batting second, and successfully chasing net 72 to beat their hosts.   

  
wasay saeed was the unlucky batter to be out - played on of all things!  the rest of the 'loc 
batting line up all chipped in with solid defence, and punishment of the "bad ball".  saad top-

scored on the night [ed: and it was night, after the game finished after 9pm due to a 
transporation shambles earlier on!].  the skipper scored 31, with saify chipping in with 27, the 
latter including a huge 6!  
  
the greenock net 71 was, in fact, 106 for 7; the home side wickets being snapped up by saad 
(1), haider (2) wasay (1) and fahed (2), with wasay picking up a run out too.   
  
and saify's performance wasn't restricted to swinging the willow: he also claimed three stumpings 
as haider's and fahed's spin bamboozled the lil' glenparkers.   
  

in the end the margin of victory was an impressive 61 runs, with the 'loc finishing up on 137 for 1 
(net 132).  and, bar finishing in the gloom, the other "funny" on the evening was that man wasay 
again almost doing himself an injury.   
  



running a quick single, he - instead of sliding his bat in - plomped it in at the end he was running 
to only for it to jar in the bowlers' footholds resulting in it becoming more akin to a pole vault and 
sending wasay flying! 

 
nj-oy it while it lasts! 
  

15s' skipper nj racked up an unbeaten 75 on friday night as his side smashed 171 for 2 at 
shawholm forcing greenock fielders to chase leather.  around nj there were two other decent 
"knocks": dani' with 31 and hari' finishing unbeaten on 34.  nicky's 75 came off just 56 balls and 
included a 6 and twelve 4s. 
  
the win - by 94 runs - was then secured by the 'locster bowlers doing what they've done most of 

the season, i.e. bowling full-and-straight.  eight greenock batters had their timbers re-arranged 
as bily took four wickets and nj completed a m.o.t.m. performance with 3 for 16, including the 
winning wicket.   

  
nice.  so the 'locster 15s remain unbeaten, and in contention.  next week it's a trip across the 
river to anniesland to take on glasgow accies. 

 
tighter bowling needed if a win's to be gotten 
  
the under 13b league was back in focus on the 25th when the 'locsters took on ferguslie at 
shawholm.  junaid ahmed was skipper for the night and, after the toss, informed his 'mates they 
were fielding first.   
  

and on a hard deck and fast outfield, the visitors took full advantage of wayward bowling from 
the reasonably experienced 'loc attack.  and the run rate was pretty consistent - the changing of 
batting pairs making little difference to the scoring rate.  net 66 were collected in the first ten 
overs, net 55 in the second.   
  
top scorer for ferguslie was angus haig whose net 22 included a 6 and five 4s.  in fact boundaries 
- leg-side, behind-square (!) boundaries - were flavour of the month with 23 4s and two 6s being 
hit.  yikes, that's 104 all-in!   
  

and as well as all the feegie batters contributing, all the 'locster bowlers took tap - saad salim led 
the way conceding 34 from his four overs with 9 wides and 2 no balls thrown in.  monday night 
previous's under 13 m.o.t.m. performance seemed a long time ago.....  

  
in the field, too, there's work to do - too many fielders playing musical statues by the look of 
things.  that said there were two decent run outs and three good catches.   
  
so 321 for 8 it was in the end analysis - and a question for the skipper: one bowler - 'gus - took 2 
for 8 and only got one over???   
  
in reply the 'loc needed a swift start.....but it never came.  wasay got bogged down and, in 
addition to getting cleaned up twice, couldn't get off strike to let saify have a go.  only a net 11 
were gathered off the first five overs as saify and wasay gave way to idrees and angus.   
  
this pair fared a tad better - but not much - adding a net 15 in their five-over allocation.  so ten 
overs to go and 95 needed.  hhhmmm, a big ask.  but then, hope!  abid [ed: or at least someone 
looking like abid!] and junaid added 33 in five overs, abid grabbing a net 26, hitting seven 4s!!  if 
only he and junaid hadn't also got out three times!   
  



five overs left then, and 63 needed.  saad and frankie were the last pair and, in the face of 
ferguslie's best bowler friel they made little headway in the first two overs of their five.  only 1 
run was added.  sigh.  then a flourish as a finale: 36 added in three overs.  what a roller-coaster, 

with ali' preston-jones's final over going for 19 as frankie nearly finished with a maximum!   
  
defeat by 25 then and some positives - mainly on the batting side.  but much work - and greater 

control - needed in the bowling department.  practice, practice, practice guys. 
 

habib gets honorary membership! 
  
the 'locster 13s were indebteded to west of scotland's saif habib on monday night as he matched 
what his pal - and 2006 west under 13s skipper - chris ross did in the corresponding league 

fixture last year when he ran out no fewer than three of his 'mates!   
  
and west were sitting pretty when the carnage started.  43 for 0 after ten overs is the kind of 

start coach greg watson must've hoped for, but probably not thought would materialise.  andrew 
galloway, and particularly graham roberts, were batting sensibly and had seen off the 'loc's 
opening bowlers umer and dani'.   

  
then the shambles: greg watson mentioned to roberts he was on 29 and it was like he 
metamorphosised into a rabbit and the bowler a car with its headlights full on!  from scoring 
freely, roberts suddenly became mr blocker - ten dot balls including running out partner galloway 
to bring west skipper miro ralston to the middle.  miro proceeded to cross bat a full toss from 
junaid for a gloriously well-struck straight 4, before then walking across the next ball allowing it 
to knock over his leg stump.   

  
lynn dickson then came and went in double-quick time after going back to a ball from joshy that 
hit her knee-roll in front of all three. 52 for 3, and enter mr habib.   
  
his first victim was none other than his cousin, for 0.  then messrs lynch and stubing were called 
for suicidal runs before - falling on his own bat - saif was cleaned up by saad.  chuck in another 
victim for saad, and west's last six batters had made a combined total of 0 runs between'em.  
hhmmm - no wonder greg could only shake his head.   
  

so with two balls of the twenty overs to go it was 64 for 8.  this, bizarrely, then became 72 for 8 
as west's last man, macaulay, calmly smacked the only two balls he faced for consecutive 4s.  72 
for 8 then, with graham roberts's unbeaten 30 being the best by far.  73 to win.   

  
and the run chase didn't start to well with nick black impersonating a 1st xi batter when he went 
for 0.  1 for 1, ralston with the wicket.  but dani' and saad then - basically - took over.  they saw 
off miro ralston's and lynn dickson's opening salvos without too much discomfort; both hitting the 
bad balls and playing the others sensibly.   
  
saad, in particular, rose to the occasion and, when he'd follow dani' as the 'loc's second retiree of 
the innings, he'd played his most important innings for his club.  well played young man.  dani's 
31 was equally important, again given the circumstances of the oppo' and the 'loc missing a few 
batters.   

  
there was just time then for joshy to smack an on-drive for 4 to win it.  well played guys - a poor 
start was overcome and really impressive batting won the day after the bowlers and fielding had 
dragged the game back.  
 
done and dusted in time to catch the end of the 13s' game! 



  
the 'locster 18s crushed west of scotland at hamilton crescent on monday as the home side were 
skittled for just 69, a target the 'loc surpassed inside ten overs!  yikes jim!   

  
the bare stat's of the game probably give us more insight tho'.  in the west total were also 22 
extras including 14 byes!  and top-scorer for west - highgate - mustered just 20 as only one 

teammate joined him in double figures. 
  
huge credit must be given to the 'locster bowlers and fielders too - collapses don't just happen 
[ed: unless you've got saif habib in your side!].  z'ee led from the front, returning figures of 5-2-
8-2 and was more than ably backed up by bily and hari' who grabbed 1 for 16 and 3 for 15 
respectively, before khurram and nj joined in.  khurram finished with 2 for 9, nj with 1 for 4 off 

their combined five overs.  and in the field it was the huss's day: two catches - one a cracker - 
and a run out no less.  "toffee!" wee man! 
  

by contrast the 'loc reply was like shelling peas.....at least for nomy who smashed 55 out of 72 as 
the game was won in double-quick time.  amazing; all the more so as west's under 18 side 
boasts current west 1st xi bowler max ralston.  poor mr had a night to foget as nomy hit 29 off 
his three overs - welcome back to junior cric' maxy!   
  
around nomy tho' there was nowt'.  hassan and aamir threw in a couple of blobs, while nj had 
recorded 11 when he was trapped lbw by hawkins.   
  
so ten overs to spare, noman another half century and more win points for the 'locsters.  last 
week's dismal display against prestwick was, hopefully, but a blip! 

 
11s win in competitive match at hughenden 
  
on that rarest of very rare things - a pleasant night at hughenden - the 'locster 11s clashed with 
the locals and came away with the wjcu win points.  batting first the home side mustered just a 
net 12 in their "go".  the side really struggled to get the 'loc bowlers away and, bar two (sadiq 
and david gibson), all the hillhead batters lost at least one life. 
  
the net result - 12 - was, in fact, 272 for 12, with the wickets being shared around.  akbar's 3 for 

9 was probably the stand out, but on debut, haider akram and fahed malik took three wickets 
between'em.  and young - and i mean young - kess sajjad took his first 'loc wicket as he stood in 
for yash who was a late call off.   

  
on which subject: yash, try and call me before 4pm on match days young sir!   
  
as it was kess bowled two overs, taking 1 for 11 - well done mate!   
  
two of the hillhead wickets were run outs, with akbar and haider providing the amunition for saify 
to do the business.  so net 13 to win.   
  
and the reply started well with saify making an unbeaten 14 batting with fahed on debut.  then 
messrs. ahmad and malik held up in the middle; aky getting an unbeaten 4.  this left the tail, and 
the skipper in the last pairing with kess, needing only to avoid losing too many wickets for the 
win.  this they dutifully did with saad finishing with 9 to be runner-up to saify in the top-scoring 
stakes.   
  
the final 'loc total was net 40, or 280 for 8 in "old money" - a win by 28 runs.  the league 
unbeaten run continues. 



 

18s win semi-final clash to book final berth 
  

wednesday saw the 'locster 18s defeat ghk in the semi-final of the '07 frank smith trophy.  
batting first - after winning the toss - skipper nomy opened with nj and the boys got off to a 
positive start.  10 without loss off the first two reflected this.  in fact the guys would put on 28 

before nj was caught on the midwicket boundary trying to replicate what he'd done five balls 
previously, i.e. hit a maximum.  the said 6 being a clean strike over square'ish long-on.  nj's 
demise brought hassan in and, with nomy taking the lead role, these two added a further 40 for 
the second wicket.  this time it was nomy that was the victim; unluckily run out by a direct hit 
from mid-on.  hey-ho, but the guys were trying to "up" the run rate given they were now in over 
#13. 

  
after nomy departed for top-scoring 34, hassan carried on and got to 18 before he, too, was 
dismissed - out caught by stewart off roy's bowling trying a big heave.  and it was now over 

#14.   
  
the remaining five and a bit overs saw 'locster batters cone and go, but importantly only after 

adding to the total.  in fact 41 were added in the last six overs as the boys chipped, hit and 
scampered runs wherever they could be found.  dani' got 8 from six balls, shorty 5 from four, 
hari' 10 from eight, zaeem 9 from seven and so on.  and, as over twenty finished, anscar had 
nicked and hit 5 from two balls to leave his side on 120 for 9.  a more than competitive target.   
  
in reply ghk never really got started and it was their slow start - caused by great up-front bowling 
from zaeem and bil' - that would leave them always behind the rate.  in fact so tight was the 

'locsters' bowling that after eight overs ghk had amassed just 10 runs, with two batters back in 
the changing room!  well bowled guys.   
  
then, with the bowlers being change came a change in tempo' to the visitors' innings.  hassan 
and hari' came into the attack and immediately the run rate rose.  overs nine to fourteen saw 54 
runs conceded in just those six overs as ghk clawed their way back into the match.  fleming and 
mackay ended up putting on 35 at the start of this period, with fleming's 21 being his side's top 
score.   
  

but the brakes were put on when, with the score on 55, the 'loc grabbed the wickets of both!  
but then another partnership: 27 put on by hussain and afzal.  the former providing the brawn 
(19 off thirteen deliveries), the latter the brains (7 - all in singles - from eleven balls).  then 

another double wicket breakthrough when, with the score on 82, nj took two in two balls.  in fact 
it would've been a hat-trick had "teflon" kenneth not spilled the wee red sphere!?! 
  
after this the fat lady really did sing and only 8 were added in the last two overs as bilal came 
back into the attack.  in the end 91 for 9 was the reply - not bad given the start, with 83 being 
smashed off the last twelve overs.   
  
so work to do for the 'locsters with game management and good ol' fashioned common sense 
being necessary learning points for the boys as they think back on the second half of the ghk 
innings.  well bowled tho' to zaeem (4-1-5-0) and bilal (5-0-6-2), with nj's "4-for" being worthy of 
mention too. 
 

18s find out some home truths 
  



the under 18s became the first 'locster junior side to lose in the wjcu on monday night,....and 
how!  chasing the big target of 127 to beat prestwick at shawholm, the 'locsters mustered only 
71 for 5 as prestwick gifted them 21 extras and enjoyed the luxury of bowling seven bowlers.   

  
yup, the pants were round the ankles and bare buttocks were smacked all right!  the night had 
started so well bizarrely too: zaeem bowled a straight-forward maiden to start proceedings off.  

but this was to be the calm before the storm as prestwick openers, hair-dye and fake-tan, a.k.a. 
craig morrison and willie rowan racked up 69 in the first nine overs.  and seeing as over one was 
a maiden it was really 69 off eight!  ouch.   
  
skipper nom'y then turned to spin and a brake pedal was metaphorically applied.  and with the 
slowing run rate [ed: i.e. the two openers had stopped hitting the ball into the trees!] came a 

degree of frustration.  and frustration in cric' leads to.....wickets.  82 was the score when the 
breakthrough came and, once a drop had fallen over the cliff edge, it was soon a mini waterfall!  
82 for 1 became 92 for 4 as three wickets fell for just 10 runs.   

  
the introduction of nj to the attack and arsalan's full, skiddy seamers had done the business.  and 
after both rowan (31) and morrison (42) had gone only robertson with 14 really troubled the 

scorers too much.  the innings did, however, close on 126 for 8 with thomson smacking one final 
maximum off the last ball.   
  
in reply nom'y opened with hari' - the instructions were simple to the batters: don't go dot, dot, 
dot, dot, dot, 6; rather, keep looking for singles and twos, and the boundaries will come.  the 
result?  four singles hit in the entire innings with non-striking 'locster batters sitting on their bats, 
and strikers playing from the crease and not looking to push into gaps.  nom'y was first out - for 
5 - caught by a superb willie rowan catch.  he was followed by hari' - also for 5 - leaving the side 
17 for 2.  not great.  and then when hassan went without scoring, as did aamir and khurram, it 
was dani' and shorty that found themselves in an under 13 combo' in the middle.   
  
and at this stage the prestwick bowlers took their combined feet off the pedals.  the score? 27 
for 5, after ten.  deep sigh.  the second half of the 'loc innings then past in fairly uneventful 
fashion bar shorty and dani' playing away as best they could in the face of dire ayrshire chat 
that, luckily, requires sub-titles and so probably wasn't understood.   
  

dani' pottered along to end up unbeaten on 27, whilst shorty ended up 13 not out.  for prestwick, 
fraser rodger took 3 for 14 as 'locster batters seemed to swoosh their blades across harmless 
straight ones!  willie rowan meanwhile added to his good catch by sneaking out two 'loc batters 

too.  as noted the visitors also took the chance to bowl a few "others", notably thomson, 
robertson and sam' haggo, this after craig morrison realised that bowling spin ain't as easy as 
andy tennant makes it look - morrison's bowling figures of 2-0-12-0 carrying a "danger, wide 
load" warning on them :-)   
  
as it was 71 for 5 was the end result - the game lost, and comfortably so.  but, post-match, the 
chat centred on why things hadn't been changed earlier on in the prestwick "dig".  once one 
wicket went down it was a "house of cards".  lessons to be learned by bowlers and the skipper.  
field placings were unimaginative and the early seam bowling "cannon fodder".  the change to 
spin proving effective but too late.  and batting, why oh why were the singles not looked for??  

 
'locster 11s in thumping win 
  
the 11s thrashed a young and inexperienced renfrew side at shawholm on friday with both saify 
and skipper saad notching 40+ scores in their five-over allocations.   
  



on a pleasant night - chilly but sunny - the 'loc were in the field first and immediately put 
pressure on the renfrew batters with good straight, full bowling.  right from ball #1 the visitors 
found scoring tricky with more hesitation in running than tony blair's shown trying to almost-but-

not-quite say "sorry" for invading iraq!  yup, it was that hesitant!   
  
wickets fell at regular intervals - four of the thirteen to fall being run outs with saad, wasay, 

akbar...and even saify getting one apiece.  throw in a stumping for mr sajjad and it was 
productive night for the 'loc 'keeper as he went on to smash an unbeaten 42 opening the batting 
in the subsequent run chase.   
  
the run chase wasn't, however, too onerous as the renfrew innings had closed on 184 for 13 
(under the alternate "pairs" scoring system).  but don't let the target take away from good 

batting nonetheless.  saify showed the 'loc's intentions on ball #2 as he despatched a full toss 
into the police dog training ground for a huge maximum!  after saif's big score, wasay, jasu and 
jock each chipped in with scores in double figures before saad saw his side home with another 

big knock - saad's 41 being just one short of saify's score.   
  
throw in saad's 3 for 5 with the ball and it was a good night for the skipper too.  so a very 

comfortable win but still good practice with the bowlers having to bowl straight and the fielders 
having to pick up cleanly, throw straight and back up properly.  the win continues the side's 
unbeaten start to the season. 
 
15s brush aside renfrew on the road 
  
after the rain-aborted 'dale match the week before, the 15s were in no mood to let renfrew off 

the hook.  with josh and faisal in for max and yusuf, the side found themselves batting first and 
shorty went in with the skipper.  these two raced out of the blocks and, in the absence of any 
uddingston umpires (!), successfully steered the 'locster ship through to over ten when, with the 
score on 71, nicky holed out to a more-than-decent grab in the field.  
  
this brought haris to the crease.  hari' had last been in the middle at bothwell castle policies 
where he'd racked up a half century and more, but it wouldn't be his night as he, too, holed out - 
he'd made 8.   
  

his replacement dani' would also get 8 before he departed, ran out after being sent back by 
shorty.  then, after aamir came and went for a solitary run, it was left to scotty and craig to add 
as many as they could in the remaining overs.  shorty reached his half century in the final over, 
scott finishing with his millionth "not out" of the season - 6* this time.   
  
nicky and shorty had given the side the base to allow incoming batters to have a swing later on - 
nj's knock containing the inning's only maximum.  132 was the total - including 23 extras 
generously provided by the home side.   
  
in reply the renfrew innings would be dominated by opener chaudhry who made 22 out of the 
eventual total of just 40.  bar four of his teammates no other renfrew batter opened their 
account as the 'loc bowlers - bar shoaib (!!) - caused chaos.  bilal took 2 for 13, hari' 1 for 6, 
before nicky grabbed 4 for 2, and shorty 2 for 0 to clean up the tail!   
  
all out 40 was the ultimate damage then - a 'locster win by almost 100 runs.  the unbeaten 
league run continues. 
 

torture at toytown 
  



the 'loc 13s suffered heartache at toytown on thursday in the quarter-final of the national under 
13 cup.  the 'loc won the toss and asked the "dark side" to bat first.  judas beg opened with ali.  
ironically it was judas's mate umer aziz that struck first, disposing of said judas by cleaning him 

up. 
  
this brought "dark side" commandant, lyle hill, to the crease with only 7 on the 'board.  lyle 

would last only a bit as he was - firstly - shaken up by a quick ball that slammed into his thigh-
guard-less upper leg (ouch!) - then - cleaned up by dani' next delivery.  20 for 2 and six overs 
gone.  a good start.   
  
after judas's and lyle's departures ali and new man johnston built a good partnership: 58 was 
added for the third wicket - a spell that saw ali retire having made 30 and be replaced by scott 

turnbull.  20 for 2 after six became 43 for 2 after ten, then 62 for 2 after fifteen.  you see where 
i'm going: yup, wickets in hand.  turnbull, and then later findlay walker batting seven, had the 
licence to "swing the willow" as they capitalised on the base given by ali and johnston.  walker hit 

two 6s in his nine-ball 15, whilst turnbull's 18 came off the same number of deliveries.  hmm.   
  
and what of the 'loc bowling and fielding?  well - and hindsight's a wonderful thing! - misfields at 

crucial times ultimately killed the guys.  twice off shorty's bowling singles turned into 5s as 
fielders' throws were missed by saify and then by poor backing up.  note: not no backing up - no, 
the fielders were there, they just didn't stop the incoming throws!  double hmm.  and what a 
difference those eight runs made.  throw in a drop by nick, a botched boundary stop by the same 
player, a fumble by wasay, a simple "c&b" chance missed by umer as he slipped on the wet 
grass, etc, etc and you start to see where, again ultimately, the 'loc guys should've won this 
one.  but as it was the home side posted 114 for 4.   

  
call it a run-a-ball then.  with such a big target the 'loc had no choice but to throw their big guns 
in up-front.  shorty opened with dani'.  and, it worked.  after seven overs it was 43 for 0 and the 
'loc were ahead of the asking rate.  both dani' and the wee man had hit maximums over 
toytown's boundaries and were batting well.  then a wicket.  dani' caught by lyle hill off that man 
mccrossan's bowling.  chris mccrossan had been the 'loc's nemesis in 2006 as he smashed a six 
and four in the last over of the league match that year to give the 'loc their only defeat, and the 
'dale the title.  and mccrossan wasn't finished - in the eighteenth over he was back and claimed 
saad's scalp as a stumping appeal was granted by the square-leg ump'.   

  
but let's get to the finish: shorty was second out for 28, nick hit 24 and saad had made 13 - this 
meant it was saify and josh' in a sajjad combo'.  the two put on 7 before josh' was cleaned up in 

over nineteen by turnbull, bringing umer to the middle.  so to the last over.   
  
the loc had been ahead of the 'dale's comparative score at the end of eighteen out of the now-
completed nineteen overs and needed just 5 off the last to win.  the first four balls brought four 
singles.  ball #5 however brought a 'dale wicket as saify was dismissed, leg-before, squared up 
by a hill delivery.  now it was 1 off one with the scores tied.  frankie to the middle with 
instructions to get "ball on bat" and run!  hill's delivery was a good length off stump ball; frankie 
poked but didn't connect and 'keeper white pouched the delivery standing up.  no run.  scores 
tied.  the "dark side2 win on fewer wickets lost.  sigh.   
  

what might've been, hadn't come to pass - but a great game of cric' and truly exciting with 
everyone giving it their all.  once the dust has settled tho' methinks the 'loc will look back on the 
mistakes in the field rather than over twenty and realise where this one was lost. 
 
inverclyde outclassed! 
  



the 15bs saw off the challenge from their inverclyde contemproraries in style at shawholm on 
thursday.  
  

after scoring 90 for 8 in their [reduced] fifteen-over allocation, the side then proceeded to skittle 
inverclyde out for just 27.  and, bizarrely, of these only 12 came off the bat; scored by two 
players!  yikes.  and, all bar one were bowled! 

  
the tormenters of inverclyde were shoaib and usman who took four and three wickets 
respectively.  the wee man also impressed  
with the bat hitting 16 in the 'loc innings.  elsewhere, yusuf got back into some sort of touch with 
15 batting three, whilst faisal made his usual eclectic 11 [ed: go on, look it up faisal!].   
  

so league win #1 for the 15bs and signs of improvement. 
 
'loc dump holders out of cup... 

  
...and in their own backyard at that!  the 'loc 18s travelled to meikleriggs on thursday and 
returned with the scalp of current frank smith trophy holders ferguslie.   
  
the win came after posting just 92 all out inside their twenty-over allocation before then skittling 
the feegie out for just 79.  a great win.   
  
in the 'loc innings things hadn't started well when, with only 1 on the 'board, nicky was "c&b" by 
rooney for zip.  then it became 10 for 2 and 20 for 3 as the huss' and nomy joined nj back in the 
hutch.  hmm.  not looking good.  but then a 'loc middle order recovery [ed: there's something 

you don't hear too often!]: zaeem and aamir put on 38 before zaeem was fourth out: a darroch 
combo' as a grant delivery was nicked by z' and pouched by stuart.  aamir carried on tho' and 
made a very useful 22.  he, along with arsalan baig at nine (12) were the reasons why the 'loc 
posted anything half-decent at all.  and 92 it was.   
  
the home side's run chase started almost as well as the 'loc's innings had started: 14 for 1 
becoming 18 for 2 as rooney and forsyth made hasty returns to their kit bags.  note to self: no 
need to air gloves and pads this evening!  but anjun lithra was still in,  
and a threat.  luckily he was next to go when, with the score on 50, he was smartly run out by 

bil'y - out for 28.   
  
then it was 54 for 5 as grant darroch and vanseen came and went.  but the innings kept 

trundling along and wickets were in hand.  at  
the end of over seventeen ferguslie needed 23 off eighteen balls.  then disaster: 69 for 3 became 
79 all out as a collapse of 'loc standards ensued - run outs (3) and catches (2) galore!  and all of 
a sudden it was all over, a 'loc win. 
  
the semi-final sees the 'loc 18s at home, versus ghk. 
 

13s win at ayr....again! 
  
down at new cambusdoon on monday - a venue the 'locsters' drivers can now find in their sleep! 

- the 13s saw off the challenge from an under-strength home side.  ayr were without a number 
of their talented youngsters as seb' stewart, calum gordon and the speirs twins were otherwise 
engaged.  but, nonetheless, in mcglaughlin, ablett, napier and taylor ayr still had enough talent 
on site to cause the 'locsters trouble if the latter weren't on their toes.   
  



shorty won the toss and inserted the home side on a pretty firm wicket.  the ground set up 
wasn't too small and the outfield looked in good condition.  somewhat bizarrely however there 
was only one set of stumps in the ground - the bowler's end having blue plastic stumps!   

  
anyway to the contest.  as ever umer produced an immaculate spell of inswing bowling: 4-3-5-0 
says it all.  and, in a change, his opening partner, josh' sajjad, also played his part as he returned 

4-1-7-1.  this put pressure on the ayr batters who joined the fray later on as they tried to "up" 
the run rate.  this calum mcglaughlin managed to do getting 20 before being run out by a direct 
hit from shorty.   
  
however it might've been different if an umer pick up and throw had been taken cleanly at the 
foot of the stumps by the skipper when mcglaughlin was on just 3.  bar calum mcg' the only 
other ayr batter to make a real impression was thorburn who made 17 batting at eight.   
  
around these two no-one really got in as the 'loc bowlers kept to a tight line.  in the field it was a 

mixed bag: shorty's run out was top class, his and umer's grabs perfectly standard, but four balls 
were mis-fielded by 'locsters and turned 1s into 4s.  The post-first innings chat centered on those 
five balls that'd cost 29: mcglaughlin being given a life on 3 and making 20, and the four extra 3 

runs that were conceded through sloppiness.   
  
frankie rainey gets a mention at this juncture too for the piece-of-fielding-of-the-season-so-far - a 
diving left hand stop at point. 
  
in reply saad and nick opened.  the latter survived a big second-ball appeal for lbw - only just 
getting his pad outside the line of off stump - only to be cleaned up ball #3.  out for a duck.  

saad and dani' then batted really nicely with no real scares.  saad's contribution of 13 to their 50-
run partnership being very important.   
  
dani' retired after clipping a 6 over mid-wicket to take himself to 31 allowing shorty to hit a 
couple of 4s to win it with over four overs to spare.   
  
in the end then another very good result - but as ever things to review and improvements to 
make.   
  

and here's the really spooky thing: the 13s beat ayr in the under 13 cup a month or so ago at 
new cambusdoon.  ayr batted first and made 66.  the 'loc then chased it for two down, dani' 
retired, nick and saad got out, the latter to taylor, and shorty and saify were the not out batters 
at the end as the 'loc made 67 for 2.  all exactly the same as last night!?! 
  
18s beat ayr as the huss' shows hamish who's the daddy! 
  
loc juniors locked horns [ed: pardon the pun matt!] for what seemed like the umpteenth time on 
monday night.  at shawholm it was the 18s who entertained their seasider equivalents, complete 
with hamish rutherford, ayr's "overseas amateur".   
  
batting first the 'locsters racked up an impressive 133 for 5, with skipper nomy showing the way 
with a powerful 46.  he was backed up all the way by m.o.t.m. hassan "the huss" khan who 

made 36.   
  
around these two there cameos from nj who went up the order and opened, making 15 (off 
fewer balls) and from hari' who chipped in late on with a useful 12 not out.   
  



in reply the ayr boys got right in amongst it and, with only one wicket down and 63 on the 'board 
it looked as if they might find themselves in with a chance.  but it wasn't to be: rutherford 
somehow managed to run out his partner - one of two direct-hit run outs from the huss - before 
hitting one down debutant arsalan baig's throat in the deep.  arsalan calmy pouched the catch 
spelling curtains for the ayr assault on 134 to win.   
  

63 for 1 became 77 for 8 as wickets tumbled and the ayr middled order crumbled - hey, that 
rhymes!  a last wicket partnership of 19 then resulted in the ayr score getting into three figures 
before todd was cleaned up by bil'y to end the game.   
  
bowling-wise it was pretty good all round with zaeem being economical (4-1-17-1) and the huss 
and hari' each getting "3-fors". 
 

now it's "dark side" 4, the forces of good 0! 
  

after the dust - well actually there was no dust it was so cold! - had settled at toytown on 
thursday night the running score between the 'dale and the 'loc was 4-0,.....and not in the good 
guys' favour.  the cause of the latest one up to the "dark side" was the evening's defeat of the 

'locster 15b's in the hutchie grounds extension. 
  
the scorebooks record it was another mauling by the 'dale as they racked up 169 for 5, with the 
'locsters mustering just 100 in reply.   
  
but there were some highlights for the 'loc.  faisal's 53 was, in fact, a patient innings that 
included a fair few cricket shots!  well played mr mustafa.  on the bowling front, only 11 bowling 

extras also indicates some progress, with all bar saim grabbing a 'dale scalp.  but on the 
downside - and it was cold i'll confess - four catches being grassed hardly helps when your backs 
are up-against-the-wall.  the guilty culprits know who they are.   
  
to the detail: the 'dale total owed much to opener omand's 32-ball 52, and middle order cameos 
from humza salah (37*) and "judas",.....sorry, jasim beg (22*).  disappointingly jasim's was 
probably the most eye-catching knock including, as it did, the highest number of real shots, as 
well as decent feet movement.   
  

169 for 5 was, however, always going to be a tough one to reach.  it needed faisal to hold it 
together and, before he was fifth man out in the 'loc reply, it looked possible.  faisal's 53 came 
off 57 balls and included the night's only maximum.   

  
we'll quickly skip over the four 'loc ducks however as 98 for 5 became 100 all out!?!  instead we'll 
gain some sort of petty revenge on mr beg.  bowling sixth change (!), judas proceeded to bowl 
an extraordinary twelve-ball over.  the blow-by-blow account going as follows: 
  
nb, 1, 1, ., nb, 4, +, nb, 5nb, 7nb, 1, 1.   
  
phew - the wee man was knackered!  it's clear his batting is shawholm-coached, his bowling 
toytown-coached!  but 100 all out it was and the players - and coaches - slunk off into the night 
to dry out and heat up!  next week sees action against inverclyde. 

 
big hitting wins it for the 'loc 13s 
  
meikleriggs is a big ground,.....except when its junior cric' we're talking about!  wednesday 
night's national under 13 knockout cup proved this point once again as a plethora of boundaries 
saw the 'locsters through against a very good ferguslie side.  boasting two junior internationalists 



and more district players - past and present - than you could shake a stick at, the feegie boys are 
a stiff test at this level.   
  

and the omens seemed poor for a 'loc win when, after arriving at meikleriggs saif' announced 
he'd no 'keeping stuff, frankie had no pads, shorty'd forgotten his shirt and jumper and umer was 
spikeless!  shambles.  and things got worse when no-one could find a coin to toss.  the result?  

coach young offered the visiting skipper - shorty - a choice: "what hands my mobile 'phone in?"  
shorty's answer: "heads" ?!?!?   
  
anyway he eventually guessed right and ferguslie were batting.  the 'loc opening bowlers bowled 
very tidily, picking up josh' rutnagur's scalp as they completed their four overs a-piece.  by then, 
dangermen stuart darroch and michael english were in the middle.   

  
shorty turned to spin and he and josh sajjad were into the attack.  shorty's first over had 
everything: a michael english pulled 6, a stuart darroch stright 6 and a beautiful dipping ripper 

that then cleaned up stoobie - one dangerman gone cheaply, for 9.  39 for 2.  michael however 
would carry on and accummulated a retirement-inducing 31 and had done his job with the bat.   
  

from this point it was a case of wickets falling and runs being scrambled.  and scrambled's the 
right word: thru' out the home side's innings there'd been hugely positive - if at times a little 
hairy-scarey - running by the feegie batters.  english could've been run out a couple of times if 
nick black hadn't been thinking about his batting at square leg but, instead, had actually been 
paying attention,.....and could throw a ball ten yards,.....in a straight direction.  wakey-wakey 
mate!   
  

and in amongst the ferguslie single grabbing there was even time for some grassing of catches: 
saify grounded two standing back before nick (sigh!) and umer spilled one each, then saad 
crashed into shorty as the latter attempted to take a regulation catch of the former's bowling.  
hhhmmm.   
  
in the end tho' 86 for 7 was probably about right.  english's innings had been the pick, with only 
an 11 late on by lough being a second home score in double figures. 
  
in reply the 'loc opened with nick and dani'.  the latter played his usual patient game.....waiting 

that is until there was something to smack into the leg side!  and this he did to great effect 
grabbing six 4s as he raced to 31 in just 26 balls.  dani's retirement brought saad in - the wee 
man jumped around the crease like a cat on a hot tin roof as ever but, as he did so, contributed 

a hugely valuable 14, including three 4s late on.  nick, meanwhile, perished in keystone cop 
fashion: a mix up between him and saad saw both start and then stop midwicket, nick slip and 
then look up to find he was run out.  then in typical nick fashion it was find an excuse/scapegoat 
time.  obviously the run out was saad's fault - that's a no-brainer - scapegoat found! - but nick 
then had the temerity to ask as he wandered off "who's out?".  eh, you are mate!  nick's 21 was, 
however, a valuable knock and, coming off 27 balls, included three 4s and a 6.  couple of nice 
shots in there too.   
  
shorty replaced nick and almost immediately found himself facing stoobie who'd come on to 
bowl.  probably with stoobie's maximum still in his mind's eye, shorty pulled ball #1 to the 
square-leg boundary before despatching ball #5 over a tree.  ah, revenge is, indeed, sweet.  mr 
d's response will remain unreproduced.  some measure of repayment was however extracted 
later when shorty pulled another darroch long hop to deep sarode who held on to a decent 
catch.  deja vu, shawholm 2006.   
  



shorty's departure left the innings poised at 77 for 3 - twenty to win.  josh' sajjad joined saad, 
but the partnership didn't last as josh' was run out having not faced a ball.  exit a sajjad; enter a 
sajjad - lil' saify (at least in age!).  saad hung around a bit longer before swinging across one 

with the score on 85 meaning frankie rainey reached the crease for the first time in '07.   
  
saify however saw to it frankie wouldn't get to score the winning runs by smacking a bolt-straight 

4 up the ground.  a 'loc win.....and with seven overs left.   
  
convincing on paper, if not - in fact - in reality.   
  
other highlights on the night included good boundary fielding by idrees and junaid, decent grabs 
by frankie, saad and josh', and, as ever at meikleriggs, positively pleasant surroundings and 

people.  all the bowlers also bowled tightly, even if shorty took some tap from darroch and 
english.  the single running when batting does, tho', still need work. 
  

next it's the "dark side" at toytown titwood in the quarters - deja vu again..... 
 

18s in league action at last 

  
after the calling off of their only other thus-far-scheduled league match - against killie - the 18s 
were positively raring to go when they met up with motherwell at dalziel park on monday.  and 
their frustration was certainly taken out - in the best ways - against a young'ish home side. 
  
batting first motherwell could muster just 48 in the face of some decent bowling from the 
'locsters.  hassan khan was the destroyer-in-chief with a "4-for", whilst khurram, haris and zaeem 

each grabbed two scalps each.  but hassan's 3.2-0-6-4 was the standout. 
  
and in reply, the 'locsters signalled their intention to escape lanarkshire a.s.a.p. when skipper 
nomy hit ball #1 of the 'loc reply straight back over the bowler's head for a maximum.  nice!  he 
was then made to pay when a delivery more likely to be taken waist high by square-leg than the 
'keeper, was adjudged to have trapped him leg-before.  what is it 'bout lanarkshire and lbws??   
  
after nomy's early'ish departure any concerns were allayed by nj's comfortable knock of 22 
alongside new man khurram.  the latter would then bring the points home alongside that man 

hassan again after nj had been dismissed, caught. 
  
in the end less than nine overs were needed and the 'locsters had won by eight wickets, their 

league campaign up-and-running.   
  
next week it's a much stiffer test with ayr visiting shawholm. 
  
13s see off ek at shawholm 
  
the under 13s hadn't been in action for a bit when east kilbride came a-calling on monday 
evening.  and what an evening: blue sky, birds chirping, beautiful ground and the sound of 
leather on willow!  .....and, relax! 
  

well no actually, not if the oppo's decided to have first "go" in a twenty20 match and you've 
some bowlin' and fieldin' to do!   
  
and so it was: the 'locster 13s were bowling, the ek skipper having decided to bat.  the decision 
to bat didn't look too smart tho' when opener mcgowan was trapped lbw standing root still in 
front of the timbers by dani' with the score on 3.  worse was then to come after fellow opener 



cook had struck a couple of nice blows - one a very nice straight 4 off umer - as 16 for 2 became 
18 for 5 in double-quick time as the top order folded.  dani' grabbed a couple more wickets and 
umer was in flow snatching two for himself.   

  
from here, with a very young side, it was always going to be difficult for east kilbride to post a 
decent total.  and so it turned out as the spin-twins, shorty and josh', ripped the heart out of the 
middle order and tail.  shorty finished with 2 for 1, josh' 1 for 3.  this left just enough time for 
saad to grab a wicket - cleaning up kiernan - and jasu to run out last man mcguiness with a 
direct hit from extra cover.  jasu's run out made amends for his earlier "grassing" of a catch at 
mid-wicket.   
  
in the end 26 was the number on the 'board when mcguiness was dismissed meaning the 

'locsters needed 27 to win.   
  
josh' was promoted up the order to stride to the middle with nicholas black esq.  the two looked 

comfortable enough as they put on 21 before josh' chipped a meikle delivery to ek skipper 
dalgleish allowing dani' to get in.  dani' proceeded to finish things in double-quick time hitting 9 
off five balls to see the 'locsters home.  

  
so the 100% record's intact - other weeks will have stiffer challenges, and wednesday's cup clash 
at meikleriggs will certainly be one! 
 

udderly convincing win for the 'locster 15s 
  
the 'locster 15s travelled to deepest,.....sunniest (!) south lanarkshire on friday night to take on 

the uddingston 15s at bcp.  on a magnificent outfield (if a tad small to protect a saturday strip), 
the scene was set for a good game. 
  
the 'loc skipper, nj, won the toss and decided to bat to take advantage of the good light.  
openers shorty and ak saw off the first couple of overs from macleod and christudas before ak 
chipped one to dennis eyles at mid-off to give macleod the breakthrough.  this brought hari' to 
the middle for what would be the beginning of a m.o.t.m. performance par excellence.  hari' and 
shorty put on 27 before the wee man, after stroking a run-a-ball 22, was harshly adjudged lbw in 
what would be the first of two howlers in this department.  let's just say alan saltwell, the uddy 

'keeper, moving to his left and shorty coming forward to glance a legside delivery from main 
probably could've been decent hints as to where the wee red sphere was headed.  but out he 
was - look in the 'book! 

  
so craig out, dani' in.  dani' and hari' carried on where shorty and hari' had left off: 37 for 2 
becoming 66 for 3 as dani' hit 17 off thirteen balls before run out by that man eyles again.  the 
skipper then arrived in the middle and immediately looked to address what had been the missing 
feature of the innings to date: getting ball on bat and scampering singles to give the uddy 
skipper something to think about with his field placings. 
  
and nj had reached 7 when he got lbw shocker #2.  eyles was the bowler this time and, as, 
again, 'keeper saltwell gave the game away, the ball nicked nicky's bat and both pads as he 
looked to steer it to backward square leg.  result?  "out!"  hmmm.  104 for 4, and just over five 

overs for new batter scotty millen to swing the willow with hari' as the 'loc looked to post a big 
score. 
  
and the two guys didn't half swing!  hari went on past his 50 (42 balls), whilst scotty racked up a 
21-ball unbeaten 30 - his fifth consecutive "sheriff".  hari' tho' eventually succumbed and was out 
for a 51-ball 68, cleaned up by christudas.  said christudas then got billy first ball as the big man 



was caught at long on by macleod who held on to a steepler.  162 was the end result - more 
than eight-an-over - very nice indeed. 
  

the uddy reply saw macleod and saltwell in the middle, and it would be the former that would go 
first.  shoaib was the catcher as macleod mis-timed a hari' delivery and skied one to mid-on.  
saltwell followed quickly afterwards, cleaned up by billy.  12 for 2.   
  
it was now looking very unlikely the home side would muster much resistance.  however, again 
that man eyles proved a thorn in 'locster flesh as he hung around doggedly and got into double 
figures.  but, after facing 34 balls he, too, succumbed: caught and bowled by shoaib who'd come 
into the attack after usman struggled to find his line. 
  

at the other end from shoaib, shorty was twirling his leggies - 3 for 7 in 4.3 being a decent return 
for the wee man as he and shoaib (3-2-6-3) disposed of the middle order and tail.  so a 
convincing win in the end as uddy were all out in the final over having posted just 45. 

  
and m.o.t.m.?  no doubt: hari' with 68, two catches and 5-3-3-2! 
 

under 15b boys on the end of a thumping! 
  
what a way to start your league campaign!  chasing 166 in twenty overs to win!  ouch!  this was 
the task in front of the 'loc's under 15bs after they'd let "dark side" 'dale convert 50 without loss 
at the halfway stage into 165 for 3 by the time "time" was called!  yikes.  a lesson in the values 
of keeping wickets in hand if you're the batting side, and bowling full and straight if you're 
bowling.  the 'dale did the former, the 'locsters forgot the latter.   

  
on a glorious night for cric' the home side had even constructed a playing area designed, in part, 
to make the toytown players feel at home - protecting the saturday strip meant a clubhouse side 
boundary that even the boys from crossmyloof might recognise!  as it was, best for darth hart's 
stormtroopers with their light sabres, sorry blades, were ex-rebel alliance member, now empire 
footsoldier jasim "judas" beg with a nicely constructed 21, raphael [ed: or something equally 
bizarre!] selby with a chance-ridden 47 and over-ager allan who smashed a nineteen-ball 56 at 
the end.  allan's knock included nine regulation 4s and two 6s, and a reverse swept 4.  hmmm. 
  

for the 'loc only really faisal and usman can hold their heads up as regards the bowling stat's: 1 
for 13 and 1 for 19 in amongst the carnage tells its own story.....and tells they bowled early! 
  

so 166 to win.  things were plodding along steadily but certainly not threatening anything 
untoward, when soothi came on to bowl.  interestingly darth hart had forgotten mr soothi when 
trying to tell your scribe who were "dnb" in the 'dale innings.  he'll not forget him now tho'!  
soothi's over - over six in the 'loc innings, went as follows:  
  
nb(5) - 4 - nb(7) - 1 - . - w - 1 - nb(5) - . - + - . 
  
eleven balls, and at the end - 1 for 25!  unlikely to be witnessed again in a hurry.  unbelievably 
(!) this was mr s's only over! 
  

after this things settled down - faisal had been the wicket and was out for a never-dull 27.  from 
this point on it was a case of scrambling runs and wickets falling.  only saim and josh got into 
double figures as the 'loc were dismissed for 87 in the eighteenth over. 
  



so game #1 done-and-dusted.  hopefully the guys're aware that it's not so easy out there in a 
real game situation; hard work and practice needed, along with common sense and a bit of game 
management.  next up it's a return at toytown titwood!  
 
under 13b league up-and-running 
  

wednesday night at the "dark side" saw the 'locsters commence their first under 13b league 
campaign in as long as anyone can remember.  the night was perfect - despite being at toytown 
titwood.  the sun was out, the cokes were chilled - thanks ron' - and there was cric' to be played. 
  
the 'locsters batted first and saify and abid gave the guys a reasonable start.  in the pairs game 
system, the guys batted out their five-over allotment without undue concern and with their 

wickets intact.  neither got that many off the bat but it was a solid enough start. 
  
next came usman and idrees.  usman wouldn't be as lucky as saif or abid however, and he was 

cleaned up to lose the 'loc their first wicket.  idrees however played sensibly and he, too, 
survived with wicket intact.  but scoring was slow,.....unless it's extras we're talking about!  jasu 
and ehsan followed usman and idrees but both were dismissed - jasu twice, once run out.  ehsan 

top-scored with 10 off the bat including a nice 4.  but, of course, in this cric', having been 
dismissed, his net score was only 5.  the skipper 'gus took up the rear with zayn and this is 
where the 'locsters really lost ground.  unfortunately these two would be dismissed five times 
between'em, with zayn pipping 'gus 3-2 in the "who'd get out more often" competition they 
seemed to be playing.  and when the twenty-over allocation was done, the target for the home 
side was a mere 29 to win. 
  

and win they did; at a canter.  only six wickets fell as the "forces of evil" racked up a net 72 to 
win by a convincing 44 runs.  and yet it hadn't seemed like it was going to be that simple when 
opening pair sidiqui and mcdermott had been dismissed four times early on - siddiqui, bizarrely, 
being dismissed in three out of four balls he faced at the start of his innings.  this didn't faze him 
mind as his 6 over "cow corner" later on showed! 
  
for the 'locsters, usman din bowled tidily to return 4-1-17-2, whilst abid also picked up two 
wickets, albeit costing more.  elsewhere jasu took a good, high, catch, and idrees ran out a 'dale 
batter with a direct hit from fine leg! 

 

back down to earth.....with a bang - under 15s crash out!  
  

tuesday saw the 15s crash and burn down at ayr in the national under 15 cup.  was it only seven 
days previously they'd batted imperiously racking up nearly 120 for 2 against a poor, wayward 
and tame ayr bowling attack??  what a difference a week makes.  last wednesday's game looked 
like it was in the proverbial bag when the rains came and the 'locsters were forced to come back 
for a replay.  and, at 14 for 4 in the eleventh over, this particular correspondent was positively 
rain-dancing in the hope that good luck might prevail for once at new cambusdoon.  but it wasn't 
to be and ayr ground out a win getting to their target of 59 with just over four overs left, and six 
wickets in hand. 
  
it really wasn't pretty - from either side.  playing on a centre strip, the home side had set up a 

boundary the size of texas, on ground like the florida everglades!  soft and green could best 
describe it.  but it was the same for both sides and ayr certainly used it effectively.  with their 
bowlers bowling straight and their fielders in a regimented circle saving one-and-a-halves (!), the 
'locsters just couldn't pierce the inner field.  not that the top order - in the main - hung around 
long enough to find out.  shorty batted almost twelve overs for his 4, but bar the wee man the 



rest of the top five faced only 30 balls between'em.  and 0 for 2 pretty adequately describes the 
nuclear start as scott mcelnea cleaned up aamir and nicky. 
  

eventually 59 was posted thanks to top-scorer "extras" with 14, and a 32-ball 12 from asad who 
seemed intent on trying to despatch each delivery in the irish sea.  for ayr, the standout bowling 
was mcclymont's 5-3-2-0 - a return that fairly accurately reflects all that's wrong with scottish 

cricket's prepondorence of dibbly-dobbly seamers.  mr m will probably go on to take 1,000 
wickets in a senior carrer that'll span 25 years! :-) 
  
the ayr return, altho' ultimately successful, was equally turgid.  neil smith top-scored with 12 
before he missed a knee-high full toss, whilst the others scratched around, edged and poked 
their team score to the required 59.  the only exception to the paint-drying spectacle were two 

clean hits by jake kerslake - sadly the watching spectators - those still awake - had had to wait 
almost 35 overs to see'em! 
  

so the first defeat for any 'loc junior side this season - the bubble of invicibility burst - and how!  
maybe now the swagger will recede and hard practice will replace it.  well bowled, despite 
defeat, bilal and hari' tho': bilal's 5-2-7-1 was exceptional, whilst hari's 5-0-17-0 was good too.  
asad's and craig's catches were also well taken, and not easy, whereas faisal's attempt at mid-
off...... 
 

15s win after stroll became knee-trembler! 
  
friday night saw the 'locster 15s in league action after a few weeks off.  the sided had, however, 
been in action in the national knockout cup and so weren't too rusty.  the oppo' was kelburne 

who were [unbelievably] playing their first match of the season - west coast weather, eh?!?  
nicky lafferty was captaining the side for the first time and, after the toss, informed his troops the 
'loc were batting. 
  
in a change at the top of the order, shorty found he had a new opening partner in the shape of 
maxi.  and in what turned out to be inspired coaching, hampo's decision to elevate mc paid 
dividends as the 'locsters cruised to 52 without loss after the first nine overs - half way in the 
reduced 18-overs-a-side game.  maxi was settling in to his role and, along with shorty, was 
batting away sensibly under instruction to be positive, but give the guys a base.  another three 

overs were navigated by the duo until, in over 12, a quick single too many was attempted and 
maxi departed stage left, run out by clark for 20.  well batted maximillian!  this left shorty with a 
new partner - dani' having joined him in the middle.  dani' played his usual positive shots and 
would make an almost run-a-ball 9 before chipping one back to smith to give him a "c&b".  74 for 
2. 
  
ak then came and went in double quick time - cleaned up by watson - leaving shorty to see out 
the remaining overs with scotty (5*) and post 102 for 3 for the 'locsters.  a decent, if not 
unbeatable, target. 
  
shorty's unbeaten 44 was pleasing on the eye and, along with maxi's 20, had given the base 
requested for the others.  question: could the bowling and fielding be similarly disciplined? 
  

well it certainly started well.  billy made the breakthrough in over #1 when he bowled opener 
hair.  4 for 1.  harry at the other end was also bowling tightly.  in fact, with seven overs gone 
kelburne's reply had stuttered along to just 28 for 1 - some way behind the asking rate of nearly 
six-an-over.  but, as with the 'locsters, they had wickets in hand.  and the home side still had at 
least two bowlers to introduce to the fray. 
  



and it was the bowling changes that first caused concern - shoaib's first two overs cost 12, 
nicky's solitary over went for 12, and dani's first two went for 11.  no need to panic, but certainly 
no shoe-in for the guys.  then things changed again: watson and clark had batted pretty well and 

were 26 and 18 respectively when shoaib started another over: ball #1 was hit to extra cover 
where harry was under it.....grassed!  oops.  then, bizarrely, watson chipped ball #2 to cover 
where dani' made sure - 50 for 2.  then it was 50 for 3 as shoaib's third ball was again hit by 

watson to extra cover where, this time, harry made no mistake.  a good catch that had "collision" 
written all over it as saim raced in from mid-off!  advantage the 'loc again. 
  
but new kelburne batters continued to play well and, combined with sloppy fielding (ak and 
shoaib you know who you are!), the visitors found themselves 83 for 5 with three overs left.  20 
needed off 18 balls.  eminently do'able.  would a 'locster stand up and be counted?  answer: 

affirmative - a double-wicket maiden by harry as he returned to the attack and got rid of 
livingstone and o'connell.  this was the final twist and, despite cook hitting a last-ball-of-the-
match 6, kelburne finished 10 short of the 102 posted by the 'locsters. 

  
a good game then; a bit too close in the end and certainly one that should've been "put to bed" 
much, much earlier.  the fielding must improve with some "bodies on the line" needed.  that said 

both billy and harry bowled beautifully.  billy's 1 for 12 in four overs was exemplary, as was 
harry's 3 for 23,.....including that last ball 6! 
 

11s continue their unbeaten start to the season 
  
friday night under 11 matches are never dull!  any game against weirs - at any level - is certainly 
never dull!  so, put these two together and throw in a couple of sajjads and a salim and you've 

the makings of a great couple of hours entertainment - friday night at the 'loc didn't disappoint! 
  
after the dust had settled - or did it freeze over? - the 'locsters had won by 97 runs against an 
inexperienced, but committed, weirs team.  batting first the visitors posted 209 for 16 [ed: 
16?!?.....oh yes, it's that funny scoring system].  the 'loc's reply being 306 for 9. 
  
but these bare stat's tell you nothing dear reader! 
  
we saw a hat-trick from wasay saeed - all bowled.  we saw jasu singh grab a couple of run outs - 

one a direct hit from square leg aiming at just one stump.  we saw kess sajjad make his debut, 
field like a dervish, grab a wicket and score 5 off the bat!  [ed: is he the youngest ever 
'locster???]  there was a hit wicket.  there were three 4-overthrows.  we saw two weirs players 

injured, a mid-innings change of wicket-keeper, a visiting player sit down on the ground and 
refuse to field, and another shout "lbw!" when he meant "howzat"!  magnificent!  you simply 
can't beat it for entertainment! 
  
in amongst the "bonkers" tho' there was some decent cric' played: wasay's hat-trick was 
genuinely good.  jasu's fielding too.  for weirs, big thompson hit 16, a knock that included some 
very big hits.  meanwhile for the 'loc, three batters didn't get out: jasu top-scoring with 13.  and 
on the bowling side, wasay's 4 for 7 stole the show from akbar and his 2 for 2 and saad's 3 for 
12. 
  

so another win and the unbeaten run continues - next week it's kelburne. 
  
frank smith trophy campaign off-and-running 
  



the glenpark committee must be scouring the grange, heriot's fp and watsonians junior sections 
for some new junior blood after their 18s were skittled out for just 54 in friday night's frank smith 
trophy first round clash.  mind you, at 12 for 4, it might've been a whole lot worse i guess. 

  
it had been a wet day in the west and, as a result, the glenpark deck was as wet as.....well, as 
something very wet indeed.  it was also soft enough to be classified a "soft play area" methinks.  

anyway, to the game: as noted, the home side batted first and the greenock openers soon ran 
into trouble.  the 'locsters' opening attack comprised khurram and zaeem.  the latter was playing 
his second match of the day but you'd never guess it.  both 'loc bowlers bowled beautifully, 
returning figures of 2 for 6 and 2 for 8 respectively.  top job.  in fact all the 'loc bowlers bowled 
tidily on what was, without doubt, a bowler-friendly wicket.  the greenock wickets were shared 
around - two each - between khurram, zaeem, hassan, haris and nicky.  good depth to the attack 

then.  and, interestingly (?), eight were "bowled". 
  
for the glenparkers, only three batters got past 2 (!): hempsey [ed: of the "c" variety] notched up 

21, whilst tom clayton made 18 and young ben peterson hit 10 batting at 8.  so an all-round 
decent performance with the ball in hand, and yet still room for improvement.  dropped catches 
meant the target might've been even lower, and at least one stumping chance went a-begging. 

  
55 to win tho' would've been settled for at the start.  the plan in the run chase?  bat sensibly, use 
the overs, get in and make it count.  1 for 1 with khurram contemplating how he'd had his 
stumps re-arranged wasn't in that plan tho'.  but then restoration of order: hassan joined shorty 
in the middle and these two batted sensibly pushing the score up past 25.  in fact to 26 when 
hassan was dismissed, caught by peterson off mcdougall's bowling.  zaeem then came and went 
in the blink of an eye without bothering the scorers leaving shorty to hang on in there.  this he 
did with dani', adding another 10 before he was cleaned up by sharman.  enter scotty millen. 
  
scotty was batting on the back of his unbeaten 40-odd in the 15s the previous week and 
promptly carried on where he'd left off against the feegie - 17 runs in fewer balls saw the 'loc 
home with lots of time to spare.  well batted jsd. 
  
so whilst the 'locsters headed off back along the m8, the aforementioned committee men were 
left to wonder just what it might cost for weekday night taxis to/from edinburgh, with disclosure 
scotland-checked drivers, and leaving when the schools come out :-) 

  
ferguslie or glasgow accies await in the next round. 
 

'loc 13s progress in the cup - win over ayr takes'em thru' 
  
at the third time of asking, the 13s got their national knockout cup tie down at ayr played.  and, 
pleasingly, it resulted in the guys going through.  the next round sees them face the winner of 
drumpellier and ferguslie, again away. 
  
wednesday's match was - in the end - fairly regulation.  both sides were missing front-line 
players, ayr: callum mclaughlin, the 'locsters: umer aziz and humza din.  maybe these balanced 
each other out, who knows?  anyway the 'loc were again in the field first and started really well.  
ayr slumped to 6 for 2 inside five overs as the dangerous seb' stewart and ian napier were 
dismissed by dani' who was bowling a much better line.  and after this initial breakthrough, the 
'loc bowlers continued to pin down the home batters with only 14 on the 'board after ten overs - 
by this time gordon had gone too, out for 1, bowled by josh' sajjad.  then something happened: 
junaid's second over went for 10 and some very sloppy/lazy fielding kicked in.  nick decided it 
was a little wet underfoot and slid past one or two, dani' was slow to get down to a couple that 
slipped by him, franklin inexplicably "bottled out" of a catch hit straight at him at extra cover, an 



attempted run out off his own bowling by shorty resulted in 4 overthrows and josh' lumbered 
alongside a dribbler as it crossed the fine leg boundary!!!  you can imagine the "bad cop" was 
well-and-truly in evidence on the boundary by this stage.  so, after restricting ayr to 14 for 3 in 

ten overs, the 'locsters then conceded/leaked/through away 52 in the second half.  
extraordinary.  for once the 'loc youngsters had bowled great lines too which made it all the more 
frustrating - only eight wides in twenty overs.  ruined by sloppy swagger in the field.  wakey-

wakey guys! 
  
anyway rant over.....as it was by the time nick and saad went in for the 'loc.  the plan - as in the 
aborted first go at this match - was to get a few runs on the 'board whilst keeping some batters 
"up their sleeves".  9 was the opening stand before saad jumped back and exposed his stumps - 
bowled by joseph taylor.  nick tho' played sensibly and, along with dani' who'd get 30 before 
retiring, would go on to provide the base for the successful run chase.  he got 23 before being 
gunned by the ump', lbw to calum ablett shuffling across his stumps.  the lesson for both batters 
tho' was the same - get yourself in before trying any heroics.  dani's 30 came off 35 balls, but - 

interestingly - the first fourteen balls yielded only 2.  it pays to get in, before you get out!  lesson 
learned from dani's previous innings at accies.  when nick was second out with the score on 52, 
this brought shorty to the crease and he and saify saw the 'loc home without any drama, and 

with more than six overs left. 
  
on the night then: pluses were the bowling and run chase - well bowled saad and dani'.  but, oh, 
that fielding.  a lot of work needs done - remember a run conceded in the field's just the same as 
a run hit off the bat guys! 
  
another canter for 13s as glasgow accies seen off 

  
the 13s were back in league action on monday night and given your webmaster was back at the 
'loc by around 7.45pm it's gonna' take all his creative verve (!) to produce a narrative to suggest 
the game wasn't as one-sided a miss-match as it was.  let's try tho'. 
  
first up the trip to old anniesland became a detour to new anniesland as the academy versus mcc 
game had run on.  and so it was that the fixture took place on a toy town pitch where the scorer 
sitting on the boundary at long-on could lean forward and tap the standing umpire/other scorer 
on the shoulder at the end of overs to check the total!  throw in a deck that looked like it'd been 

used daily for a month and it was set up for an interesting affair!  the 'loc were in the field first 
and opened with josh and shorty  - an all-spin opening salvo.  and when the home side were 7 
for 3 in the seventh over this appeared to have worked as a tactic!  credit the coaches i say.  

then it was over to the seamers as umer and danial took the ball and came steaming in.  after 
twelve overs it was still three down tho' and 33 was now on the board.  perhaps accies might 
post a decent total?  eh, not if junaid ahmed had anything to do with it!  junaid, brought into the 
attack as fifth bowler, rattled thru' the accies middle order and tail taking a "5-for",.....5 for 1 to 
be precise, and accies were all out for just 35.  extraodinary mr ahmed!  it's those new bowling 
spikes! 
  
so 36 to win.  and it looked like dani' was in a hurry as he opened with shorty.  two 4s in the first 
four balls promised much.  ball #5 promised little however as dani' tried to launch another blow 
only for keshav kanabar to remove his middle stick!  dani'!?!  patience, and respect for a good 

ball, please sir!  this left shorty to score away happily with new batter josh'.  these two took the 
score to 35 before - unexplicably - shorty hit one straight back to andrew allen who hung on to 
the catch.  this left humza to stride in, clip the next ball to mid-wicket for a single and the win.  
tee! hee! another sheriff badge missed out for the skipper! 
  



so another win - what was learned tho'?  for the 'loc there were still errors - an alarming 
complacency in some of the fielding: nick', saad?  and, in the bowling: dani' - bowl straight!  in 
the batting: dani' what were you doing?  shorty, you too - pick the balls to play/the shots to 

attempt - dodgy decks and poor bowling don't excuse poor shot selection or match management 
- in fact they accentuate them. 
  

m.o.t.m.?  defintely mr ahmed - 2.4-1-1-5 are extraordinary figures young man.  and a mention 
too to saify for a smart stumping as shorty returned his ridiculous figures of 3-3-0-3!  altogether 
bizarre. 
 

15s win in nail-biter/knee-trembler/hair-raiser [delete as appropriate]! 
  

'loc versus ferguslie junior games seen by the webmaster always seem to be thrillers and tuesday 
night's national under 15 cup encounter was no exception.  the match ebbed and flowed and 
swung one way then another. 

  
at 30 for 1 batting first the ferguslie innings looked becalmed and a low'ish total beckoned.  then 
anjun luthra and alan forsyth upped the ante with some crisp shot-making.  both, it must be said, 

had been dropped by 'keeper scotty millen [on 4 and 6 respectively!] but went on to punish the 
'loc.  luthra's 37 would be the visitors' top score before he was dismissed off shoaib hafeez's 
bowling, caught by.....scotty!  forsyth's innings of 25 meanwhile was only ended by a smart catch 
by shoaib at mid-off off usman amin's bowling.  around these two none of the ferguslie batters 
got past 8, with their other main dangerman, gregor preston-jones, having gone early, bowled by 
haris mahmood.  so after looking becalmed the visitors had posted 104 for 7 thanks to luthra and 
forsyth. 

  
could the 'loc chase this down?  well, at 16 for 3 in the fourth it didn't look like it, that's for sure!  
dani' chaudhry, nicky lafferty and aamir kayani had all succumbed to the ferguslie openers - 
forsyth picking up two and james steele one.  and, with steele bowling very nicely it looked 
unlikely that the 'loc would win this one unless a partnership materialised, and fast.  enter the 
teflon gloveman scotty millen!  he and craig young dug in and provided the 'loc with - first - 
stability and then - latterly - the impetus to go and snatch it at the death.  37 for 3 was the half 
way score and it was 3.7 an over.  the next five saw 25 added as the run rate was upped to 5s.  
then, with darkness setting in and the 'loc score past 70 shorty was caught by luthra off to give 
forsyth his third victim.   out for a hugely important 30.  the equation then was 26 needed off 
four.  then it was 23 off three, then 15 off two as 8 runs were plundered off preston-jones' first 
over.  and when luthra's final over cost 7, it was 8 needed off the last.  and what a last over! 

  
ball #1: leg bye - 7 to win 
ball #2: . - 7 to win 
ball #3: 6 - 1 to win 
ball #4: run out - 1 to win 
ball #5: . - 1 to win 
ball #6: + - scores tied, 'loc win 
ball #7: 6 - 'loc make sure! 
  
unbelievable - the 'loc win by 6!  what a chase. 

  
the aftermath saw the side's bowling and fielding congratulated: bilal's, haris's and usman's 
bowling being exemplary; shoaib's two catches being out of the top drawer.  and on the batting 
front, shorty and scotty held it together and won it when defeat looked most likely with three 
down so quickly.  for ferguslie, they must be wondering where they lost it.  28 extras certainly 



helped (resulting in seventeen additional deliveries!), as did the decision to take young michael 
english out of the attack at the death when he'd bowled three overs for just ten. 
  

anyway, the 'loc progress and remain unbeaten this season in all competitions. 
 

13s win as nuclear winter sets in 

  
prestwick of an evening can be chilly at the best of times - throw in a leaden sky, a sea breeze, a 
schoolboy error in forgetting woolly hats and long-johns, and - finally - horizontal lashing rain, 
and you've the beginning of the formation of a picture of monday night's under 13 league match 
at the henry thow oval!  brrrrr, it was cold. 
  

luckily the 'locsters' performance warmed the heart of even this most gnarled of coaches, with 
the bowling and fielding of the highest standard.  nothing was dropped and only one miss-field is 
remembered as the 'loc boys double-fielded, double-backed up, chased, harried and pressurised 

their opponents to perfection.  well played guys - you do have ears after all!  and the bowling 
was spot on too: 7 bowling extras in twenty overs is a pretty reasonable return.  1st xi are you 
reading this?? 

  
batting first the home side got off to the worst possible start as district player rossco patterson 
went first ball - a leading edge to shorty at short cover off dani's bowling.  and when the second 
wicket fell for just 13 - swinley being run out by umer - prestwick looked in real trouble.  but eoin 
baillie dug in and, batting at three, he held the innings together as he mustered a retirement-
inducing 33.  it might not've been the most fluent innings, with a couple a "yahoo" shots across 
the line thrown in for free, but, in general, it was a composed innings and one that meant his 

side posted something as opposed to nothing.  around him tho', few prestwick batters really got 
going: cameron made 8 from 33 balls before being bowled by shorty, but no-one else got past 
2.  as it was 54 for 5 was the innings total. 
  
a quick mention at this juncture to idrees hafeez: called in to the side at the last minute after 
frankie got ill, idrees fielded like a man possessed.  he had three sliding saves at third man - 
these save 9 runs, nine runs that might've meant the 'loc wouldn't have won because the total 
they'd have been chasing would've been 9 higher and they would'nt have got'em before 
conditions became unplayable.  and there's a lesson in that for us all, not least that a run saved 

= the same as a run scored..... 
  
in reply the 'loc opened with nick black and dani' chaudhry.  dani' uncharacteristically scratched 

around and got to 7 before playing a rao delivery on to his off stump.  an altogether very un-
dani'-like knock.  and, oddly too, one that included no boundaries but seven singles!?!  dani's 
departure resulted in two things happening: shorty coming to the middle, and the rain starting.  
it was, by now, very, very dark and it was clear heavier rains were a-coming.  as if in response, 
nick black [ed: after removing his box due to it slipping down his bower-shorted thigh whilst 
running - schoolboy error nick!] started hitting out a bit more.  the score mounted and it was 
clear the race was on: the 'loc score versus the prestwick rain.  who'd win?  at the end of 
the eleventh over, the heavens suddenly opened and the aforementioned horizontal rain 
commenced.  a glance between the ump's and a nod by the 'loc batters decided it: play on.  
cameron bowled the twefth over and shorty, on strike, obviously decided to end things quickly - 
two clean hits thru' mid-wicket and it was over - a 'loc win and some very wet handshakes all 
round. 
  
two out of two in the league then - wednesday sees the cup rematch at ayr. 
 
under 11s see off in ayr with big score 



  
after restricting visiting ayr under 11s to a net 43 in their innings the 'loc's youngest side - the 
under 11s - romped to a comfortable win by racking up 115 in reply. 

  
on a dark, damp night for cric', the 'locsters bowled and fielded pretty well with debutants jock 
breckenridge and hasan ahmad doing well.  hasan's 3-1-6-1 in particular suggested some real 

bowling talent, whilst jock's calmy stroked 4 through the covers off his first competitive ball was 
composure personified!  well done guys. 
  
a few observations - as ever - must be made though on where the guys can improve: some of 
the batting, in particular the running between the wickets and calling, was shambolioc.  in fact 
dear reader, your webmaster's not seen such shambolic running and calling since he last watched 

the club's 1st and 2nd xi's!  jasu singh and umair amin's pantomine in mid-wicket probably best 
summed this up - jasu running what seemed like a long enough distance for 3 runs, most of it in 
circles as the two called "yes" and "no" at random intervals!  hmmm.  work to be done at 

practice.  in fact four run outs in total probably sums it up best! 
  
but a win's a win and there were certainly plus points: saif sajjad's well-put-together unbeaten 28 

being the standout knock, including a now trade mark straight 6!  but also some beautiful clips 
off his legs.  young master sajjad also produced two nifty stumpings in the ayr innings.  at least 
one was off umair's bowling in a spell that saw him return figures of 3-0-10-4.  well bowled. 
  
skipper saad salim's innings is also worthy of a mention - in two ways: 1. he ran out debutant 
hasan.....twice, before missing a straight one himself! 2. he played some delightful pull shots and 
cover drives - you just never know which saad's going to play any given delivery! :-) 

  
two wins out of two therefore - next week it's prestwick at home. 
  
rain prevents likely 'loc cup win! 
  
the 'loc under 13s were 68 for in the thirteenth over needing another 29 off seven overs to beat 
ayr at new cambusdoon in the national knockout cup when the rains came on wednesday.  danial 
chaudhry had smacked an unbeaten 30 after nick black (16) and saad salim (9) had given the 
'locsters a good start in the run chase.  and with craig young and josh sajjad unbeaten in the 

middle it looked likely the boys would prevail.  but it wasn't to be. 
  
but even tho' victory might've been their's there were a number of learning points to come out of 

the match.  so let's start: 1. bowlers must bowl straight - three "5 wides" is just careless.  2. 
fielders must be on their toes, brave and committed - messrs. sajjad, black, chaudhry (a) and 
ahmed you know who you are.  3. field placing must be adaptable in the face of a batting 
onslaught - callum mcglaughlin's rapid retirement-inducing 30 being just such an innings.  the 
'locster seemingly unable to stem his clubbing it over mid-wicket and "cow".  work it out guys!  
96 all out sounds good enough but, seriously readers, it could've - should've - been 20+ less.  
and if it had been the guys would've saved themselves a return trip!  to the fielding positives [ed: 
yes, there were some!]: two run outs were smartly done - well done craig and humza din: calm 
under pressure.  and the catches were held - well grabbed by saif sajjad, nick, craig and saad. 
  

elsewhere the 'loc spinners all bowled very nicely too: josh, frankie rainey and craig each taking 
wickets and being miserly in their economy rates after the three seamers had been caned.  for 
ayr, seb' stewart batted nicely up-top whilst mcglaughlin continued his love affair with 'loc 
bowlers as noted.  calum gordon also played sensibly down the order. 
  



so all to do again next week - and let's try and improve our bowling lines, fielding and reading of 
the game.  oh, and message to dani' and saad: "get that running between the wickets sorted!". 
  

double over west finishes off the week nicely! 
  
if there really has to be another cric' club in the city of glasgow we at poloc would certainly vote 

that west's that club.  positively pleasant players, coaches, ground and, above all of late, they 
can't seem to buy a result against the mini-locsters!  friday the 4th saw the clubs clash at under 
11 and under 15 age groups.  the 11s travelled across the river whilst the 'loc 15s entertained 
their counterparts at shawholm. 
  
let's start at home first then.  the long and short of it was that 62 for 3 played 61 all out.  the 

west boys batted first and bar the impressive opener lloyd, and umeed, no batter got past 
1,.....yes jim, you read it correctly, 1.....one.....uno!  in fact only three out of nine got to that 
score.  major damage was done by the 'loc's seam attack with shoaib and usman grabbing three 

scalps apiece after haris and bilal had ruffled a few feathers,.....and hairlines, with their opening 
bursts.  throw in the three run outs and it was a night to foget with the bat for west's 
youngsters.  opener lloyd was first out for 20, snapped up by aamir off shoaib's bowling and, 

from then on - 37 for 1 in the eighth over - it was turgid stuff.  fellow opener umeed, after 
surving a few bona fide lbw shouts was - surprise, surprise - involved in a run out, before, with 
the score on 60, he got involved in another run out - his own.  having scored 21 in 15 overs, 
umeed's departure signalled the end and with only two more added the 'loc youngsters knew it 
was 62 to win. 
  
the 'loc's reply started as efficiently as west's had with danial and craig putting on 33 for the first 

wicket - craig nicking one to lloyd standing up.  danial continued on tho' and would make 28 
before being out stumped.  nicky lafferty made 9 on debut before aamir (3*) and scotty (2*) saw 
the boys home with six overs to spare.  so a comprehensive win - next week the side plays ayr 
away. 
  
meanwhile the under 11s were over at hamilton crescent.  batting first the home side made 
(under the "pairs" scoring system) 252 for 4 in their allotted twenty overs.  sounds okay when 
you just glance at the scorebook - the 'loc boys restricting west to just a net 52 runs.  but when 
your webmaster informs you that only 5 (yes five!) came off the bat, it then dawns on you that 

the bowling lines need some work come monday practice guys!  in reply the 'loc played fluently 
with fifteen boundaries being struck as they racked up 295 for 8 to win comfortably.  skipper 
saad salim top-scored with an unbeaten 18, whilst saify's 13 at the top of the order and jasu's 

lower order 12 were useful contributions.  west, after their batting limitations, showed the 'loc 
boys how to bowl better lines - only ten wides in twenty overs being a good ratio. 
  
it should be stressed tho' that losing eight wickets in other than "pairs" cric' isn't a recipe to win 
too many games and some young 'locsters need to remember what a forward defensive is! 
  
elsewhere in the match there were a few moments to note: jasu's diving catch coming in from 
mid-wicket, the wasay/akbar run out combo' that saw off west's roberts, and west 'keeper 
terrell's near wonder [one-handed] catch near the end. 
  

a week one win then and it's ayr at home on the 11th - where was haris haseeb tho'......? 
 

double-quick win for under 13s 
  
the 13s' league campaign got off to a winning start at home on monday as visitors hillhead 
arrived late but were beaten early!  with the match scheduled to start at 6pm there were but two 



li'l' hillheaders on site as the big hand past the vertical with the small hand on the 6 - play didn't 
start 'til nearer 6.30pm.  when it did, the 'loc had been asked to field first and umer aziz came 
steaming in to great effect: two hillhead batters getting their wickets re-arranged in the first four 

balls was testimony to umer not having lost anything over the winter!  0 for 2.  hmmm - an 
inauspicious start.  and it got little better for the northsiders as a collapse ensued - 16 for 6 
becoming 16 all out in the flash of an eye.  the damage had been done by umer's opening salvo 

with his opening partner danial chaudhry being equally ruthless returning figures of 4-3-4-2.  
throw in a couple of run outs from nick black (direct hit) and saad salim/saif sajjad (at the second 
attempt - saif's first connection with the stumps with the ball in glove resulting only in the bails 
wobbling but not falling off!) and only 2 runs conceded in extras (byes), and it was a truly 
efficient dismissal of a very young batting line up. 
  

with 17 the target saad salim and nicholas black were despatched to the middle under 
instructions not to come back without the stumps and boundary flags having wrapped up the 
win.  at 8 for 2 this plan had faltered however: nick being trapped leg-before and saad getting a 

horror straight ball that forgot to bounce.  it was unfortunate for saad as he'd just cover-driven 
cairnduff for 4.  then, after craig young had also gloriously cover-driven the same bowler for 
another boundary he too got a full, straight, non-bouncer at the same end - mossy??  luckily this 
seemed to be the full quota of said dribblers and josh sajjad (3*) and danial (1*) saw the 'loc 
home - 4.5 overs being all that were required. 
  
so a week #1 win but not much really can be learned as regards true form.  the opening bowlers 
certainly bowled well - in fact humza din's solitary over merits a mention too: 2 for 0 in one over 
represents a top - if brief - contribution!  the fielding was good with good groundwork from 
frankie, angus and junaid simply adding to the pressure on hillhead's youngsters.  the batting 

however simply wasn't tested, although it's clear we need to roll that deck for longer! 
  
disappointment for under 11s as weirs cancel 
  
friday the 27th was meant for cric' as the sun shone and the midges stayed away.  non-one told 
weirs tho' and, at 3.20pm, they called off the under 11 game scheduled for a 6pm start.  with 
players and parents gathering for a game the 'loc's coaches decided a game would be had after 
all, and a hardball, pairs game was quickly pulled together.  good practice for youngsters - better 
luck next week guys. 

 


